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Archaeology of the Fourche Maline Area 
In 1939 and 1940 , the University of Oklahoma sponsored a 
number of archaeological excavations by Works Progress 
Administration (W . P . A. ) relief workers in LeFlore County in 
eastern Oklahoma . One of the most productive areas was 
along the Fourche Maline Creek and Poteau River convergence 
at the northern edge of the Ouachita Moun ta ins (Figure 1) . 
This area was preliminarily surveyed in anticipation of the 
construction of Wister Reservoir . Prehistoric cultural 
mat erial was abundant , and ex ca va tions were conducted at 
many sites in order to preserve cultural material due to be 
inundated by construction of Lake Wister . 
The artifacts and burials recovered from the W. P . A. ex -
cavations were also cleaned , sorted and catalogued by 
W.P . A . relief workers . The mat erial was deposited at the 
Stovall Museum (now the Oklahoma Museum of Natural History) 






in Norman , Oklahoma . 
and submit ed to the 
W.P. A. offices by field directors Phil J . Newkume and Lynn 
E . Howard . These reports now reside at the Smithsonian 
1 
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Institution , but copies are o n file in the Wester n History 
Collection at the Univer sity of Ok lah o ma in Norman . 
Among the sites e x cava ted were 20 midden mou nd s . These 
low mounds , often referred to as " black middens ", co n sist of 
dark organic material easily discernibl e from 
surrounding soil which is tan or reddish in co lor . 
the 
They 
contain large quantities of c ultural materials including 
bone , stone , and shell implements , ceramics , bur i als and 
some evidence of structural remains and hearths . Newkumet 
(194la) recognized many similarities among the black middens 
of the area and suggested that the represented c ulture b e 
designated as the Four c he Malin e foc us . 
Until now , o nly f ive of these black midd e ns have been 
analyzed and reported . Newkumet (1940a) published brief 
summaries on the Wi lliams Mound (3 4LF24) . Proctor (1957) 
published a report on the Sam site (3 4LF28) The Wann site 
(3 4LF27) was reported by Sharrock (1960) , and the Copeland 
site(34LF20) wa s repor ed by Guilinger (1971) . Since World 
War II , new excavations and surveys (Mayo 1975) continue to 
reveal abundant prehistoric materials. Ot h er similar sites 
excavated in the Fou rche Maline area since the 
W. P .A . excavations of the 1940s include : cott (34LF11) 
(Bell 1953) and Wann (3 4LF27 ) (Galm and Flynn 1978 ) , Curtis 
Lake(34LF5A ) 
(Wyck o ff 19 76 ; 
(Galm 1978a) , 
Wy ckoff and 
McCutchan-McL ughlin( 3 4LT11) 
Wo ody 1977 ; Clark 1 80 ; Baugh 
3 
1 982) a nd Bug Hill ( 3 4PU11 6 ) (V e hik 1 982 ; Al sc h ul 1983) . 
Phy s i cal a nthropol o gi c al s tudi es o f huma n s keletal re mains 
hav e b ee n d o ne at Wann and Sam (M c Wi l li a ms 1970) , Mcc u tc h a n-
Mc Laughlin 
1 9 9 4 ) . 
(P o well a nd Rogers 1 98 0) a nd Mac ke y (Bu r n s 
The current project was initiated in 1 990 to a n a ly z e 
a r t i fac ts and b u ria l s from one of the large st midd e n mo und s , 
t he Ma c key site ( 3 4 LF2 9) . Newkume t ( 1 9 40b ) first reports 
the e xcavation of the site in the third quart e rl y re p o r t of 
1 9 4 0 . He also menti o ns the site in the fi rst a nd se c o n d 
quarterl y r e ports o f 1941 (Newkumet 194lb , 1 94la) It is i n 
t h e last of t hese thre e repo rts that Ne wkumet (19 4 la ) first 
i n troduce s the term Fo urche Malin e f oc us , to ide n tify the 
culture re pres ent e d by t h e bla c k midd e ns excava te d alon g 
Fo u r c he Ma li n e Cr eek . T h e bl ac k midden mo und s c ontai n 
stratified cu l t u ral d e p o sits t hat are largely similar with 
respect t o for mati o n processes , artifa c t t ypes , bur i al 
co n figura t ions , faun al rema i ns a nd ot her or ani c mat er . 
Th es e assemblages a l s o s e rve t o di s tinguish t h e s ites i n 
h is a rea as being somewhat uniq u e fr o m h e surro und i ng 
areas . Newkumet (194 l b ) re cognizes ar ifa c t simil a it i es o 
Wood l and and Miss issi pp i n c u lture s i n additi o n 
signif ic an t pre - c e rami c t radit io n simi l a r 
Ar c hai c . 
0 h 
o a 
eas e n 
The co ncept o f h e Fo urche Malin e focus ha s b en a 
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t o p ic of debate . Spatial bou nd a ri es ha ve b ee n e x te nded 
beyo nd Fo u rc h e Ma l i n e Cree k to e n compass muc h of e st r n 
Oklah oma , p a r t of wester n Arkan s as , n o r t heaster n Te x as , a n d 
northern Lo ui s iana . Th e Fo ur c h e Malin e f oc u s s pan s a ve ry 
long peri o d o f time from the Ar c hai c through la t e 
prehistori c . Bell (1980 ) and Galm (1981 , 1984) sugg e s t t h e 
concept of a Fo ur c he Malin e f oc us be abando n e d , and t hat 
Wister phas e (Archai c ) and Four c he Maline ph a s e (W oodland ) 
be used inst e ad . 
Galm ' s (1981 , 1 984) analysis is proba bly th e most 
t h orough synt hesis of t h e a vai lable da t a from t he Wister 
Val ley . His model of the cu l t ural chro nology is presented 
i n Figure 2 . 
t h e cult u ra 
Galm (1981) calls for con ti n ued refi neme n t of 
sequences of t h e a r e a . I n particular , he 
points out ha the Wister phase spa ns a very long period of 
time (1500 B . C . o 300 B . C . ) and t hat fur her subdivision of 
this phase may be necessary . In addition , th early Fourche 
Maline phase seems to be poorly represented in the Wister 
Valley and there appears o be a break in he cul ural 
seq u ence bet ween A . O. 1 and A . O. 600 . 
Similarly , Schambach contends that " chronology is one 
of the weakes areas of Fourch Maline s udies in sou hw s 
Arkansas " ( 1982) . His ime range for he Fourche Malin 
5 
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figure 2 : Cultural Sequence of the Po eau Basin (Galm 1981) 
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culture in southwestern Arkansas is betwe en 800 B . C . to 
A . O. 900 . This roughly co in c ides with t h e Wi s ter a nd 
Four c he Maline phase s pro p ose d in Galm ' s mo d el . 
The Mackey site is o f particular interes t t o r esearc h 
in the Wister Valley and eastern Oklahoma . I t is one o f , if 
not the , largest of the black middens e xcavated al o ng 
Fourche Maline Creek . Newkumet (1940b) notes that the depth 
and extent of deposits a t Mackey indi c ated a very l o n g 
period of occupation . Proctor (1957) and Sharrock (1 960 ) 
refer to Newkumet ' s reports to compare the Ma c key site wi t h 
the Sam and Wann sites , respectively . Galm (1978b) repo r ts 
additional t esting condu c ted at Mackey in 1 978 and sugg e s s 
that Mackey is one of f o ur " somewhat uniqu e " sites i n th e 
valley. He als o list s Ma c key as the o nly midden in t h e 
Wist e r Valle y, ot h e r t h a n t h e Sco tt si te , that co n ta · ns 
d e posits fr o m t h e Middle Archaic peri o d (Gal m 198 1 ) 
Research Problem 
Th e primary pu r p o se o f h is study is o describe h e 
c hipped st o ne tools in the blac k midde n o f th e Mackey si e . 
A ma jo r objective of t h is hesis is t h e iden if ica io n an 
r e f i n e me n t o f he cul ural seque nces repres e n d a Ma c k y 
in r el a ti o n 0 he c ul ural comp le x es o f h e ar e a . Th e 
7 
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depth of the site and recognition of a middl e Archa·c 
c ul ural component (Galm 1984) indicate that Mackey is a key 
site for testing and refining the previously defined 
c ultural sequence for the Poteau Basin . This obj ctive will 
supplement the current knowledge of the Four c h Ma li n e area 
and increase the understanding of prehistori c occupati o ns of 
eastern Oklahoma . 
Artifact form and distribution are bas ic levels of 
analysis in research on technological organization (Nelson 
19 91) . Artifact form is defined through resolving questions 
of raw material selection and manufacturing processes . 
Distribution is defined in the identificati o n of 
a nd spatial relationships of the artifact forms . 
e mp o ra l 
These 
definitions provide the basic data from whi c h questions of 
social , economic and technological strategies ca n be 
addressed (Ne lson 1991) Assemblages of li thic tools , and 
par icularly projectile points , have long been utilized by 
archaeologis s as cultural and tempor l diag nostic 
i ndi cato rs . Li hie ools provi e he oldest kn o wn evidence 
of human cul tu re . Lithic t chnology is a universal human 
radi ion hat spans hundreds of housan s o years . 
Because of the·r durability , much o our knowl dg of 
ancient peoples is base on h analysis o heir ools . 
Tool forms enable he iden i ica ion o spa ·a bounda ies 
or ranges of rela ed peoples . Changes in ool orms r lee 
8 
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the techn ological and c ultural c hanges of he inhabitan s o f 
an ar ea . (Co tterell and Kamminga 1987 ; Cahan et . al . 1979) 
Artifact assemblages from the middens are d o mina ed by 
chipped s one tools . Points are the primary c hipped ston e 
category and contracting stem points are the prev a l e nt 
type . Contracting stem points are found in very early 
assemblages and continue thro u g h a long period of occupation 
(Baerreis et . al. 1958 ; Bell 1958 ; Galm and Flynn 1978b) . 
This contracting stem point tradition/technol ogy is 
represented across a wide geographica l area , including 
northwestern Louisiana (Webb 1 977) and western Arkansas 
(Stahl e 1986a ; Dicks on 1991) as well as mo st of eas ern 
Oklah oma (Baerreis et . al . 1958 ; Bell 1958 ; Galm 1981) In 
fact , con rac ting stem points , such as the Gary type (Bell 
195 8) , are one of the importa n t cultural diag nostic ma rkers 
of Fourche Maline cul ures (Bell 1980) . 
There is a very wide range of variabili y among 
contrac in stem poin a ributes , ye hey are commonly 
grouped o e her as one ype . A w s udi s o vari ion 
a mong con racting stem poin s have been conducted . Proctor 
(1957) identifies and escribes seven sub - types o Gary 
points and three sub- ypes of Wells points among he 
cont racting stem poin s rom the Sam si e . In an analys·s o 
contracting stem poin s from 10 sites in nor heas rn 
Oklahoma , Baerreis e . al . (1958) iden i y hree is i c 
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sub-types of Gary points and three sub-types of Langtry 
points . Wyckoff (1967) describes 10 types o co n racting 
stem points at the E . Johnson site , which includ Desmuke , 
Langtry , and six Gary types . Schambach (1982) also 
identifies three distinct sub - types of Gary poin s from 
southwest Arkansas . Schambach (1982) also contends that his 
sub - type classification scheme is one " whose temporal 
significance has been confirmed and which can be identified 
and sorted consistently ." Overall , there has been little 
consistency in classification of the vari ous forms of 
contracting stems and functional analysis of contracting 
stems are very limited (Ahler 1971) 
The abundance of contracting stem p oints and tools 
indicates they were a very important component of the 
technological strategies and cu ltural trad itions of the 
area . A refinement of our knowledge of the con racting stem 
echnology is a key comp onen in understanding he social 
and eco n omic strategies of heir makers . Li hie s udies in 
the fourche Maline area should include care u xamination 
of the contracting stem tools and a temp o ex lain heir 
his abu ndan ce and variations . One of the objec iv s of 
analysis is to examine and describe va ·a ions in 
contracti ng s em form and dis ribu ion o provid a basis 
for understanding the technological , social 




Th e ide nti f i ca t io n of ra w ma er· a l so u rces a nd hei r 
distri buti o n in t h e arc haeological reco rd a r e i mpor a n t 
comp o n e nts o f lithi c a nal ysis . Lith ic r a w ma erial was , fo r 
prehi s t o ric peopl e s , a nece ssary r e qu i r e me n t for efficient 
subsisten c e activiti es . Lit h i c proc ur e me nt a nd ut ilization 
strat e gies were an integral part o f e v e ryday life . A 
r e l ia b le source o f high quality l i thi c mat erial was 
und o ub t edly an impo rtant considerat i o n in d ecisions 
regarding settlement and mo bility . Lithi c raw ma t e rials 
we r e als o a compo n e nt of trade relati o ns . One as p ect of 
th e l ithi c analyse s of t he Fo ur c h e Maline c ulture t hat could 
be i mproved upon is t h e eva l ua tio n of ra w ma erial 
selection . Al t h o u g h material sour ces have b ee n ide n tified 
(Galm 1978a , Ba n ks 1990) , t h e signif ican c e of var iations in 
lithic material procureme nt a n d use is some what 
understated . The li hie ra w material sou r ces represen at 
he Mackey site will be identified and evaluated on he 
basis of geographi c origi n and change hroug h ime . 
In order 0 con ribu e 0 he u nders andin and 
refinement of he cul ural sequences of h Wis r Lake 
area , ra w ma erials and ar if act forms must be iden i i d . 
Stratigraphic sequ nces and changes in these par me rs will 
be compared wi h o her sites in h a . Thi s h sis 
should provide a rel van and long - overdu nalysi s o o n 
of the mos impor an sites in east rn Okl horn Th 
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analysis of c hipped stone artifacts fro m the Mackey site 
will supplement previous studies of th e area and es some 
of the models designed to describe the cultural sequences 
there . Although this analysis is confin ed o c hipped ston e 
artifacts , limited references to other artifact categories 
will be included to enhance interpretation . 
A secondary objective of this analysis is the evaluation 
of the research potential of the material excavated by the 
W. P . A . This evaluation is a complementary a nd necessary 
process to the research objectives of this study . An a lys is 
of archaeological materials is inevitably biased by the 
procedures of recovery . Archaeological survey and 
excavation procedures have c hanged a grea t deal in the past 
50 years to improve the quality and quantity o f data that 
are recovered . W. P . A . excavation procedures were , by 
today ' s standards , crude . As a result , invaluable informa -
tion has been lost forever . This is not o say that 50 
years in the future , today ' s excavations will not be consi -
dered crude as wel l . The importa nt poin · s tha these 
materials wer e saved from he floodwaters o Lake w·s er 
because their cultural value was r o gnized and 
appreciated . It is the challenge for oday ' s rchaeologis s 
using modern tools , techniques , and heori s to maximize 
information that these callee ions hav e o o r . 
One of he most impor an problems wi h - he Mackey 
12 
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excavation was the absence of screening fill dirt , wh'ch is 
a standard practice od ay . No debi age or small fl kes wer 
recovered . In fact , the smallest lithic ar i ac in the 
collection is an arrow point , 1 . 5 cm long . The abs nee o 
debitage severely limits the information that could be 
obtained about site activities with respect to lithic tool 
manufacturing and maintenance . 
Another major problem is the excavation unit size . 
by five by one foot units identify the context o 
Five 
most 
recovered artifacts . These units are almost five times as 
large as the 1 x 1 m x 10 cm units which are commonly used 
today . The result of using such large units is tha the 
accuracy of the context from which artifacts were recovered 
is reduced by abou 500% . The accuracy of any stratigraphic 
sequence postulated for this si e is reduced by about 300% . 
Another po en i ·1 y significant problem with the 
W. P . A . procedures is h sp cula ion h W. P . A . workers did 
no properly collec 
H rsay evidence wo 
11 of he ar i ac s ha they ound . 
indicate tha workers kep som of 
he r acts for souvenirs . Specula ion also ex is s ha 
broken , or uniden i i ble ar i ac s wer discar e If 
hes speculations ar t ue , hen n unknown s mplin i s 
is in roduced in 0 h col lee ion . Conclusions s on 
frequency s a tis cs us be accep ed very care ully , i a 
al One of the objec ives of his nalysis will be 0 s 
13 
these speculations by compari ng artifact r quencies with 
those produced from more recent , 
excavation s in this area . 
and more con roll d , 
Wh e n this project is completed , t here will still b 
co llect ions from 16 sites that were e xcavated by the 
W. P . A . along Fourche Maline Creek that h ave never been 
systematically studied . The excavation biases mu st be 
identified and , if possible , quantified , in order to 
maximize the research potential of these collect i ons . 
Procedure of Analysis 
Th e Ma c key midden is a very large site , and it is 
suspected that many of the original artifac s were not 
collected . In orde r to maximize the si e ' s research 
potential and minimize fur her sampling bi s , he procedure 
of analysis should be as systematic as ossible . The 
effectiven ss of he analysis is dependen up o n he validi y 
of the da a and he solidi y of he logic pplied to th 
data . The validity of h e da is bas d on h ex n 0 
which the sampling bias is r duced . Formal s'mi ri ies nd 
differences should be record d in enough d ail o m h 
objectives of the analysis . Classif ica ion is no n 
impor ant focus of his study and is secon ry o basic 
14 
descriptions of form . Therefor , artifacts are grouped , 
rather than classified , bas e d o n s ubjecti v e observa ion of 
attribute cl ustering a nd are separated o n h basis of 
minute differences . These groups and their descriptions 
provide the basic units of data used in this analysis . 
To facilitate the objective analysis of t h e formal 
variations among artifacts , a computer database was 
c reated . Data recorded for each artifact includes catalog 
number , provenience (row , alley , level) , raw material and 
tool form (see appendix A) These variables are encoded in 
the record f or each artifact . These codes ca n hen be 
evaluated statistically and in a three dimensional 
framewo rk . Changes in attributes through time and across 
the site s hould become apparent from careful man ipulation 
and interpretation of these observations . 
The four primary phases of the study a r inventory , 
descrip ion , ana ysis and in erpretation . The ar i ac s had 
not been inv n ori prior 0 his study . Th inventory 
process involved ca aloging of the individual r i ac s and 
the creati on o a compu er da abase with a d ailed co rd 
for eac h artifac When h e Mackey si e ar if c s were 
retrieved from s orage , they wer e in paper s cks , wi h 11 
artifacts from a single square an level bag ed oge her by 
type , such as chipped stone or bon . Each w s lab led 
with site , provenience , da e o collec ion , n r i c 
15 
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category information . In addition , sack numbers had been 
assigned and written on the sacks . Each sack co ntained o ne 
to any number of artifacts which were not individually 
labeled or cataloged . In order to efficiently handle and 
reference the artifacts individually , new catalog numbers 
were assigned to each square and level . Each artifact was 
labeled with this new number . A suffix number was also used 
in this study to identify each specific artifact . The new 
catalog numbers , alo n g with t h e sack information were 
entered into a computer database . The provenience of an 
artifact could then be determined by referring to the 
computer database and the sacks could be stored away . 
The re - cataloging process began with row one . It was 
soon determined that the total number of chipped stone 
ar ifacts would be inappropriate for the scope of his 
hesis and that a sample subset should be selected for 
study . The decision was made to selec for analysis only 
artifacts rom squares that did no contain burials . A 
preliminary computerized inventory comple ed by Rain Vehik 
enabled he early iden ification and plot ing of burial and 
nonburial squares . Figure 3 illustra es th ocations of 
burials across the si e . 0 he 263 squares , 117 contain a 
least o n e burial . Selecting only artifac s from nonburi l 
squares reduces the mixing effect of intermen s nd improves 
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Alley 
The n umb e r s i n t he gr id rep r e s en t t h e d eepest leve l o f ea ch squ are . O=Burial square, l etter A=level 1 0 , B=leve l 11 , 
C= level 12 . 
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e stabl is h e d . This can o nly b e pr o ve n , h o we v e r , by n lysis 
o f t h e burial squares and comparis o n of r e sul ts bet w en h 
burial s quares and n o nburial square s . Th e pote n ial ben i 
of this sampling criteria is suffi c ien t t o j ustify ·ts 
appli c ation . From this poi n t , catal o ging of c hippe d ston e 
artifacts from n o n b u rial squares was completed , a nd h e 
i nitia l database i n formation was established . 
Th e description process involves the ident if i cation of 
r e l e vant p h ysica l attributes of t h e individual artifa cts a nd 
rec o rding this information in the database . Tw o main 
pr o bl e ms with this process are : 1) deciding what are 
" r e l evant " attributes , and 2) re co rding th e attribute 
descriptions in a manner that is both e xpedient and u sef u l 
i n t h e i nt e rpretati o n phase . Attribut e s ar e se le c t ed for 
descriptio n t o serve th e s tated obje c tives of t h e re s ea r c h . 
In order to a dd ress some of th e c h ro n o l ogical problems 
encountered by ot her s udies in t h e Fourch Maline area , 




This is especially i mportant considering th 
da i n g techniques are not a viable op ion or his 
Rela ive dati n g of dia gn ostic arti a forms is 
probably the best we can hope for in addressing problems o 
ch r o n ology . Th e r efore , at every poin in he escri tive 
process , compa r isons are made with if c forms rom 
n e arb y sites , an d desc rip tio n s of similari ies 
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differences are recorded as r l e va n t . 
The first step in th e process i s t o so r t ar tifac s by 
material type , identify and d esc rib e th e diff r n aw 
materials as well as possible and add th e mat e rial t yp es t o 
the database . Next , t h e artifacts are res o rted based o n 
gross characteristics of shape . At this point , general t oo l 
types could be defined . Ho wever , these catego ries requir e 
further subdivision in order to efficiently re co rd as mu c h 
detail as possible . At some point , however , the subdivisi o n 
has to cease to prevent the differences among artifacts from 
o vershadowing their similarities . In some cases , the 
di ff e r e n ces amo ng artifa c ts in t h e l o west leve l o f gr o uping 
a re s o subtl e t hat questi o ns o f c raftsmanship could b e 
e ntertain e d . These small e st gr o ups are assigned cod e s whi c h 
are t h e n e n t er e d int o t h e da t abase re co rd fo r e a c h 
artifac . 
Gr o u ps of ma erial types and g r o up s o f tool for ms are 
recomb i n ed based on less specific cri eria 0 o rm larger 
nd lowes " generic " higher - level categories . Th e smalles 
level catego r ies are r eferred o as ' ty p es '. The larger , 
mo r e g e neral categories will be referred to as ' groups '. 
S t ati stical analysis a n d hree dime n sional mo ling is 
co ndu c t e d a both levels o ensure a balance in mph sis 
b e twee n similarities and differences . Analysis o lower 
le ve l t y pes ref lec s subtle differen c es , wh as 
1 
consideration of the higher level groups emphasizes gross 
similarities . 
Th e analysis phase involves sorting and summarizing the 
data by attribute and provenience . Frequencies and 
relationships are established . From these observa ions , 
patterns of stability and change can be discove r ed . 
The interpretive phase of the study includes he 
identification of stratigraphic sequences and c hang es in 
artifact characteristics through time . Diagnosti c artifacts 
are identified as well as possible and used to establish 
relative dates 
comparing with 
for various stratigraphic components by 
other sites in the area . Significant 
similarities and differences may lead t o suggestions about 
site occupation and function . 
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Chapt e r 2 
Descripti o ns 
Description of the Mackey Site 
The Mackey site is on the northern bank of an 
intermittent stream which fl o ws southeast a quarter-mile t o 
join Fourche Maline Creek , which joins Poteau River 1 . 5 
miles further east (Newkumet 1940b) South o f the sit e , 
between the small stream and Fo urche Maline Creek , is a low 
f l a t area t h a t wa s subje c t to f l ooding. Th e no rth bank of 
t h e s tream slop es up t o a h ig h e r, r o lling area where th e 
midde n f o rms the sou t h e rn lower edge. 
Th e midden was excavated in 19 4 0 under the d irec t ion of 
Phil J . Ne wkumet . 
over t h e midden . 
A grid of 5 x 5 foo t squares was l a id out 
The grid originates at the southwest 
corner , which is designated as row 0 , alley 0 . Sout h to 
north coordinates are rows 1 through 15 . West to east 
coordinates are alleys 1 through 3 9 (Figure 3 , page 1 7) . 
The squ ares were excavated in o ne foot levels starting wi h 
the most southern row of squares running east-wes Af er 
several layers of the row were removed , excavation began in 
the adjacent row of squares to the north (Figure 4) . This 
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Figure 4 : View of 1940 Excavation of Mackey site from the 
west end of row 10. 
process was repeated until the midden was , more or less , 
completely excavated . The excavations extend to a depth of 
up to 10 feet where the base of the midden was delimited by 
underlying rock and clay. The fill dirt was not screened . 
North of the midden about 50 yards, a house site was 
also excavated. A post hole pattern was uncovered at about 
1 . 5 feet below the surface . The pattern is a square , 25 
feet wide , with four large center posts (Galm 1978b : 236-
237) . Charcoal from one of the post holes yielded a 
radiocarbon date of A . O. 1490 (Bell 1980) Another 
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poten ial h o use site was located nearby during t h e survey 
but it was not excavated . 
Materia ls recovered from the midden incl ud e ston e , bone , 
and shell implements , potsherds , unmodified animal bones and 
muss el shells , 160 human burials , and one dog burial . Th e 
material was sorted and bagged according t o these types . It 
was then put into storage at the Stovall Museum in Norman , 
Oklahoma . 
Lithic Raw Material Descriptions 
Accurate identifi ca tion of lithic raw materials is very 
complicated . Although microscopic and x-ray diffraction 
techniq ues are being developed , visual inspection and 
comparis o n are the standard methods used to process large 
quantities of materials . The process requires that the 
inves igator be familiar with the avail ble materials in he 
region . Heati ng of he li hie ma terial , whet her intentional 
or accidental , and weat heri ng alter the appearance o m ny 
material types . 
site materials , 
Addi tional ly , as in the case of h 
a calcium soil deposi a heres 
M ckey 
0 he 
surfaces of t h e ar ifacts and obscures he colors an 
textures upon whi ch the identifica ions are bas 
Identification of ma erials is bas ed on color , ex ure , 
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translucence , glossiness , surface fractures and inclusions. 
It is an extremely subjective process and a margin of error 
is always present . 
The identification of lithic raw material s in this study 
is aided by compariso n with sample collections at the 
Oklahoma Archaeological Survey lab and through consultation 
with Survey staff members and others familiar with eastern 
Oklahoma materials . 
The material types were sorted and resorted . This 
sorting resulted in 29 distinctive material types . Although 
these types could be useful in a detailed analysis , it is 
known that many material types occur as cobbles in the 
rivers and streams of the area , a fact that reduces the 
importance of their exact geological origin . The original 
assortment of 29 types was thus collapsed into 12 general 
groups , and these were further col lapsed in o five ma jor 
groups . These five groups enabled a meaningful evaluation 
of lithic procurement . In general , these ive groups 
co rrespond wi th the primary groups identifi ed and describ d 
by Galm (1978a) . 
Quartzitic sands one , or quartzite , is he predomina e 
group . Its granular ex ure ranges from very fine 0 
coars e . Colors range from greenish -gray to blue-gray 0 
black . One of the identifiable sub-varie i s 0 he 
quartzite group is a fine-grained , dark , ban ed ma erial . 
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This material outcrops in the Jackfork and Stanley groups of 
he Winding Stair Range of the Ouachi a Moun ains (B nks 
1990) . 
Quartzite is a very hard , resilien ma erial and 
although it is difficult to work , it is used in a variety of 
forms . Because of its hardness , tools of quar zite are 
durable . Quartzit e slabs and cobbles are abundant in 
streambeds and along the shores of Wister Lake . Quartzite 
was a very important resource for prehistoric inhabitants of 
the area . 
Another locally available material is defined by Galm 
(1978b) and Lintz (1979) as simply Type A chert . This 
generic terminology was adopted because it includes a number 
of previously defined materials available as outcrops in the 
John ' s Valley shale of the Ouachitas (Banks 1990) and as 
stream cobbles , bu which are nearly impossible to 
dis inguish from one another . Th es are very fine , 
cryp ocrysta lline silica materials , wi h highly frac ured , 
glassy surfaces . 
to nearly black . 
Their colors range from blue - ray and tan 
Many of the arti ac s of this mat rial 
con ain brown sandy sections . Most ar 
rans lucent at the edges . Many o 
small fragments of cortex , which has 
cobble-like appearance . 
opaque o sligh ly 
he ar i ac s re in 
wea her d , an , 
Type B chert is also locally av ilable as cob l s in 
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nearby streambeds . This material is consis e n ly black , 
very dense , and opaque . The surfaces are smoo h with no 
glassy fractures . Ga lm (1978b) has defin ed Type B cher as 
Bigfork c hert , a well-kn o wn material that originates in he 
Ouachita Mo untains . The samples in this co l lection , 
however , may be of Wo od f ord c hert , which outc r ops along the 
northern ridge of the Ouachitas and is very similar o 
Bigfork (Banks 1990) 
At least seven other material types orig inati ng in the 
Ouachitas are identified . These are combined together to 
form the Miscellaneous gr o up. Materials identified in his 
group include hematite , argillite , sandstone , sla e , 
siltstone , greysto n e and Arkansas nova culite . Hematit e , 
argillite , slate and sandstone are represented by large 
artifacts , such as axes and hoes . Slate and siltstone are 
represen ed by only o ne artifact each . The greys one 
materials are identified by comparison with samples obtained 
rom the Clay on Lake project , and are des cri bed by Lin z 
( 197 9) . The Arkansas n ovacul ite was poss ibly he mos 
heavily quarried material in the Ouachita area (Baker 1974 ; 
Limp 1982 ; Banks 1990) This ma erial is Early and 
translucen wi h highly fractured surfaces . Novaculi e 
colors are whi e , tan and pink . 
The i h group includes a variety o ma erials wh ich 
origina e nor h of the Arkansas River in h Oz rk Moun n 
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u lif . Among the materials identified ar Boon , Reed 
prings and Keokuk cherts . Thes e material s 





tan with dark , sometimes black , specks , bands , spicules and 
splotches . 
surfaces . 
These materials are dense with smoo h , dull 
Keokuk chert is basically white with weat h ered 
surfaces of tan a n d gray . In contrast with the Boone and 
Reed Springs varieties , the texture of Keokuk is ofte n 
c halky and granular . Th e texture of some of the Keokuk 
artifacts is smooth and waxy , probably due t o heat i ng . Some 
of the Ozark material is pink , which is also due to heati ng 
(Ban ks 1990) . 
Tool Descriptions 
The lit h ic ar ifacts were so ed into 
ormal charac eris ics of shape and design . 
roups based on 
This procedure 
r sulted in defin'ng seven major categories : con rac ing 
s em points , parallel stem points , expanding s m oin s , 
xes and hoes , blade and ip fragments , 1 k s an 
miscellaneous bi aces . The design of the haf ing r is o 
r ima ry in teres because it represents he s a 0 ool 
manufac ure beyond lintknapping . The s emmed ool is a 
par 0 a mo r e complex tool and is in ended 0 b ch 
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in s o me manner to ano h r part . The s em is esi n t o 
" i " o nt o another par o f the final pr o du c (Ke lly 1 88 , 
Od ll 1994 , Nelson 1991) . It is als o d e sign d o b e 
attached using a particular hafting technique and bindin 
material (Ahler 197 1 ) Because of he manner in wh ich a 
point is attached to the shaft of the c omplete t oo l , h 
stern area is some what more protected from major damage 
during use . This is in contrast to the blade , or wo rking 
area , of the tool which is exposed and more subject o maj o r 
damage and repair . If the blade of a point is damaged , v n 
severely , it may be resharpened , reshaped and reus e d . 
Ho wever , if he stern is damaged more han s l i ghtly , i will 
n o l o ng e r " fit " into the design scheme o f the complex oo l . 
Because th e stern design represents a mor e c omplex stage o 
ool rnanu fac ure and be e u s e it is mo r e s ble thro ugh o u 
h e u se - li o f t h e ool , h e shape and size o f t h e s e m is 
co nsi e e o be muc h more c r itical h n h b l d , or 
working s c io n , in t h 
ool rna n uf c ur e . 
ide n ifica ion o 
Po in s , o r s mall s mrned oo ls , a r 
ra di ion o 
v 1 ed i n o hr 
r i rnar y c e g o ri es b ased o n he o verall e sign o h 
haf ing a r a . Many oo s cl ssif ie as oin s are prob ly 
s 0 u r p o s es o her h n proj ec il oi n s . 
(1 71) hy o h e s is h a "w i h i n a speci ic s rn l o 
Ah l r ' s 
s n 1 
rn l i le o rrnal class , ' projec ile oi n here ar 
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unc io nal cl a sses 0 ools " is accep 
j c i ve , ' projec ile ', i s dr op p d and 
is do p e d o r f e r o a ll ar tifa c s wi h 
h r Th 
h rm , o in 
o in o n o n n 
a nd a hafting fa c ility o n th e other . I t i s eyo n h scop 
of this thesis t o determine actual u sage l hou h some 
o bservations will be made about possibl e usage bas on 
general attributes of specific tools . Th e 
p o int c ateg o ries are defined as foll o ws : 
p o ints have stems with parallel sides ; 
hr n ral 
parall l s e m 
expandi n g s t e m 
p o ints have stems that expand or diverge t o ward he b se ; 
a nd contra c ting stem points have stems wi h sid s h a 
co n t ra c t o r co n ve rg e t o ward the base . 
Eac h majo r c at ego ry o f artifa c ts is assig e a hree -
c haracte r code represe n t ing i ts f o rmal y 
c haracte r of he tool y pe is a letter d esig 





o in , C = contra c ting s em poin , X = ex n i g s e m p o in , 
T blade o r ip frag men flak Th s o n WO 
c h r c ers o h ool ype is 2 - d·git num re r s n i n 
h subgroup o h e t oo l wi h in h e ar er c e o y . 
o n racting stem Po ints 
Con ra c ing s e m poi nts were s o r ed pr i m ril y y o m l 
c harac eris i c s o he s e ms and s co ly y s ho l e 
r o er ies . 
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Type Description 
COl N 19 . Stems are s l i ghtly co n tracting ; bases r 
strai gh t ; s h o u lde r s are p r o n o un ced , with barbs ; blades 
are wider than stems ( Fi gure S , a- c) . 
Typ es C02 - COB have r o unded bases . 
C02 N = 1 2 . Bases are rounded ; st e ms ar e very wide and 
s h o rt ; blades ar e wi der than stems ( Figure 6 , a - c) 
C03 N = 9 . Bases a re r o unded ; barbs extend toward base ; 
blades a r e wi d er tha n s tems (Fi g u re 6 , d - e) 
C04 N = 13 . Bases are rou nd e d ; sh o u lders are perpendicular 
to long axis ; blades are wi d e r t h an stems (Figure 7 , c-
d) . 
C41 N = 17 . Very similar to C04 except that barbs are no 
quite perpendicular ; shoulder forms obtuse ngle wi h 
long axis ; blades are wider than stems (Figure 7 , b , e) . 
COS N = 12 . Very similar to C41 excep shoulders are less 
pronounced ; bla es are wider than s ems (Figure 7 , a , ) . 
CS l N = 10 . Very similar to COS excep that angle cu 0 
make shoulders barely deviates f om ngl 0 s m; 
lades are same wid h or narrower than stem (Figure 




Figure 5 : Contracting stem po i nts . CO l, a - c . 
C06 N = 16. Very similar to CSl except shoulders are even 
less pronounced (Figure 8 , a - c) . 
C07 N 10. Very similar to C06 except shoulders are 
barely discernible; barbs nearly absent; stem as wide 
as blade (Figure 8, d-e ) . 
COB N = 20 . Points are large or crudely made ; shoulders 
are pronounced ; bases are rounded (Figure 8 , g - h) . 
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Figure 6 . Contracting stem points . C02 : a - c ; C03 : d - e . 
The following types C09 - C12 have almost pointed but still 
slightly rounded bases: 
C09 N = 6 . Bases are narrow, nearly pointed ; shoulders are 
slightly rounded and pronounced (Figure 9 , a - b) . 
ClO N = 7 . Bases are narrow , nearly pointed ; shoulders are 
less pronounced than C09 (Figure 9 , c - d) . 
Cll N = 3 . Very similar to ClO except shoulders are even 
less pronounced (Figure 9 , f) . 
Cl2 N = 4 . Very similar to Cll except shoulders are barely 
discernible (Figure 9,e ) . 
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Figure 7: Contracting stem points . C04 : c - d ; C41 : b , e ; 
COS : a,f. 
The following types C13 - 26 have pointed bases : 
Cl3 N = 6 . Similar to Cl2 except bases are more pointed ; 
some shoulders not discernible (Figure 9 , g - h) . 
Cl4 N = 10 . Bases are p o inted or very slightly rounded ; 
shoulder angle nearly straight , i.e . little or no angle 
variation to form sh oulder ; stems are wide (Figure 
9 ' j ) . 
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Figure 8 : Contracting stem points . C5l :f; C06 : a-c ; 
C07 : d , e ; C08 : g-h . 
C15 N = 2 . Bases are pointed or slightly rounded ; slight 
stem angle variation to form shoulder ; stems slightly 
narrower than blades ; blades long with respect to stem 
(Figure 9 , i) . 
Cl6 N = 3. Bases are pointed ; shoulder angle same as Cl5 ; 






Figure 9 : Contract i ng s tern poi n ts . C09 : a - b ; Cl O: c - d ; 
Cll : f ; Cl2 : e ; C13 : g - h ; Cl4 : j ; Cl5 : i . 
Cl7 N = 6 . Bases are pointed ; shoulder angle same as Cl5 ; 
sterns narrower but almost as long as blades (Figure 
10 , c-d) 
C18 N = 6 . Bases not quite as pointed ; sterns and blades 
ab o ut the same length and width ; shoulder angle nearly 
perpendicular t o axis with pointed barbs (Figure 10 , e -
f) . 
Cl 9 N = 11. Very similar to Cl8 except blades are longer , 






Fi gure 1 0 : Contract ing st e m p o ints . C1 6 : a-b; C17 : c -d ; 
ClS : e - f ; C19 : g - h ; C20 : i - j . 
C20 N = 2 . Bases nearly pointed or slightly rounded ; stems 
thin and well shaped ; blade edges are straigh t to 
convex ; blade twice as long as stem (Figure 10 , i - j) . 
C21 N = 7 . Bases pointed or nearly pointed ; workmanship 
crude , asymmetric shoulders ; stem/shoulder angle is 
gradual curve with exaggerated , very wide shoulders 
(Figure 11 , a - b) 
C22 N = 21. Bases are pointed ; base/shoulder angle almost 
perpendicular ; base much narrower than blade whi ch is 
two or three times as long as stem (Figure 11 , c - e) . 
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Figure 11 : Contracting stem points . C2l : a-b ; C22 : c-e ; 
C23 : f - g ; C24 : h - i . 
C23 N = 15 . Very similar to C22 except base/shoulder angle 
is abrupt and in some cases perpendicular ; shoulders 
are wider , more exaggerated than C22 (Figure 11 , f-g) . 
C2 4 N = 5 . Stems are narrower and shorter than blades ; 
shoulder/barb points toward baseline ; base/shoulder 




Figure 12 : Contracting stem point s. C25 : a - b ; C26 : c - d . 
C25 N = 4 . Stems are nearly as wide as blades ; shoulder is 
perpendicular to stem and less barbed than C24 ; 
base/shoulder angle is obtuse (Figure 12 , a - b). 
C2 6 N = 10 . Rough , thick points ; stems are very short and 
narrower than blades ; blades edges are convex (Figure 
12 , c-d) . 
C N = 110. Contracting-stem points with bases so badly 
damaged that they could not be subdivided with respect 
to stem attributes . 
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Parallel 5 em Points 
The parallel stem p oi nts were subdivi ed ·no 1 grou s 
whi c h are labeled POl - Pll and Pl 3 - Pl7 . 
POl N 15 . Large spear points with long , lane ola 
blades ; edges straight to slightly convex ; st ms 
square ; bases straight t o slightly convex ; blade dg s 
finely serrated ; shoulders barbed o barely d fin 
(probably due to ret o u c h) ( Figure 13 , c - e) . 
P02 N = 6 . Lar ge spear points wider and shor er than POl ; 
P03 
P04 
blades triangular to leaf s hape ; large ·rregular flak 
scars ; shoulders pronounced to barbed ; b ses straigh 
o sli htly convex ; stems irregular (Figure 13 , f-g) . 
2 . Short hick dar or well-worn 
b s s rec angular ; shoulders round 
rb 
s r i t 
1 r 
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Figure 13 : Pa ra l l el stem points . POS : a - b ; POl : c - e ; 
P02 : f - g ; P03 : h - i . 
triangular with straight edges ; shoulders 
pronounced and slightly barbed (Figure 14 , d - e) . 
are 
POS N 6 . Stems are parallel or slightly contracting ; 
some specimens have rounded corners ; bases are convex 
and rounded ; shoulders are pronounced to barbed and 
rounded ; blades are convex (Figure 13 , a - b) . 
P06 N 11. Small to medium points with slightly 
contracting stems that are almost 1/2 the o al leng h ; 






Figure 14 : Parallel stem points . P07 : a - c ; P04 : d - e ; P06 : f - h . 
barbed ; blades are triangular with edges straight to 
slightly convex (Figure 14 , f - h) 
P07 N 8 . Similar to P04 except stems are shorter , 
narrower and heavily reworked (Figure 14 , a - c) . 
P08 N = 6 . Finely made dart points with rectangular stems 
and straight or slightly convex bases ; edges of stem 
are smoothed or crushed ; shoulders have long barbs 
extending toward base ; blade edges are convex (Figure 





Figure 15 : Parallel stem points . Pll : a - b ; PlO : c - d ; POB : e-f ; 
P09 : g . 
PO 9 N = 1 . Calf Creek (Perino 1968) point fragment with 
tip and 1 barb absent ; form and workmanship very 
similar to POB except barb extends down to base ; stem 
is expanded at base (Figure 15 , g) . 
PlO N = 4 . Very similar to POB in outline although PlO is 
a little smaller ; smoothing and edge work is hard to 
identify because of material type (quar zi e) and 
surface adhesives . One specimen might be a scraper 
because it has one flat face and a steeply beveled ip 
(Figure 15 , c-d) 
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Pl 1 N = 3 . Very similar to P04 except blades are shor er 
and reworked and stems are slightly expanding ; blade 
edges are very straight ; points are small , i . e. stem is 
1/2 of total length ; shoulders are rounded to slightly 
barbed (Figure 15 , a-b) . 
P13 N = 3 . Large points with very short rectangular stems ; 
blade edges are straight ; barbs extend toward base ; 
bases are very straight , wide , and rectangular . These 
specimens are similar to the Marshall spearpoint 
(Figure 16 , g - i) (Bell 1958) . 
Pl 4 N = 8 . Very similar to P06 except stem corners are 
rounded ; stems are slightly contracting ; bases are 
straight to slightly convex with rounded corners ; barbs 
range from extending slightly toward base to 
perpendicular to stem (not pictured) 
P15 N = 7. Miscellaneous group of points with rectangular 
P16 
stems ; bases straight with sharp corners ; shoulders are 
barbed; four specimens have asymmetric/knife-like 
blades which are barbed on one edge only ; two have 
significantly concave blade edges (Figure 16 , d-f) . 
2 . Point fragments with parallel stem edges ; bases 
are not perpendicular , i.e . base c o rners f o rm o ne acu e 
angle and one obtuse angle (not pictured ) . 
P17 N = 3 . Small , very worn and damaged poi ts ; s ems are 







Figure 16 : Parallel stem points . Pl7 : a - c ; PlS : d - f ; Pl3 : g - i . 
bases (Figure 16 , a - c) . 
Expanding Stem Points 
The expanding stem points are subdivided into 30 groups 
labeled XOl-Xll and Xl3 - X31 . All tools with stems hat 
expand , or diverge , toward the base , including side - notched 
ools , are classified as expanding stem points . 
XOl 8 . Stems are c omple ely rounded and bul ous ; 
no ches are worked in from si es ; s ems are narrower 
han blades ; bla es ar rb n r i n ul wi h 
s raigh o co nvex sid s (F i u 7 , 
X02 N 6 . S ms are r o unded and h bas is co v x ; n 
o f base is as wide as sh o ul r ; n o ch d o si s ; 
blades are triangular and co nvex (Figure 17 , b- c} 
X03 15 . Bases are straigh 0 convex wi h o un 
c orners ; sides o f stem are straigh or sligh l y co nv x ; 
n o ch is generally shall o w and stems r wi 
shoulders f o rm o btuse angle wi h stem , bar n v r 
e x ending toward base (Figure 1 7 , d} . 
X0 4 8 . Bas e s ar e co nvex ; s i d e s 0 stem r s r i h 
nd s ligh l y co n ve x o r co n e v ; bas e s r w s 
x e n o wa r base and f o rm a n ac u e ang l 0 l e 
l mos comp le s ecime n (Fi u r 17 , e} is si ·1 0 
s rovill oi (B 11 1 0) 
05 2 . Sm 11 rro w s ; s s v ry h 
shoul r (fi re 17 , - } 
0 1 B s s s s o· s ve y s i t. ; s 
x n o w s co n s 0 s s 1 fi 
17 , h-j) 
07 7 . s s s i h 0 sli ly 0 v v wj · h 
co c vi y y cor 0 ) s s 
ri ul sli 1 y co v x ; 
s re 0 c 0 us (' I ( 1 v i 
s em ( i u 8 , c - } . 
Figure 17 : Expanding stern p o ints . XO l : a ; X02 : b - c ; 
X03 : d ; X0 4 : e ; XOS : f - g ; X06 : h - j . 
X08 N = 7 . Similar to X07 except barbs exte n d toward base ; 
notch forms acute angle (Figure 18 , e - f) . 
X09 N 11. Similar o X07 and X08 except sterns are 
narrower in propor ion to blade and more rounded 
(Figure 18 , a - b) . 
XlO N 5 . Longer blade and stern ; stern narrower han 
bla e ; bases are s raigh or sligh ly convex or 
concave ; corners of s em are rounded wi h convex li e 
beginning abou midway oward base ; s ems are long ; 
barbs extend a li le o ar base (Figure 18 , ) . 
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a. 
d f h 
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Figure 1 8 : Exp a ndi n g st e m p o in t s . X07 : c - d ; X08 : e - f ; 
X09 : a - b ; XlO : h ; Xll : g . 
Xll N 9 . S ems are very similar to XlO ; shorter and 
X13 
Xl4 
wider than XlO (Figure 18 , g) . 
= 5 . Large points with wide s ems and deep corner 
notches ; similar to X32 excep these are larger pain s 
and their stems are sligh ly more divergent ; s ems are 
nearly parallel or very slightly expanding ; bases 
straight or sligh ly convex ; barbs ex end award base ; 
blades are wide with convex edges (Figure 19 , a-b) . 
11. S ems are almos arallel or sligh ly 




Figure 19 : Expanding stern points . Xl3 : a - b ; Xl4 : e - f ; 
Xl5 : c - d . 
Xl5 
have barbs extending slightly toward base ; all others 
have small shoulders perpendicular to blade ; 
one are smaller than Xl3 ; blade edges are 
(Figure 19 , e - f) . 
N 3 . Short sligh ly expanding bases wi th 
corners ; similar to X07 but larger ; blades on 





Xl6 N 4 fragments . Similar o XlO exce s em ex a ds 







Figure 20 : Expanding stem points . Xl6 : a - b ; Xl7 : c - d ; 
Xl8 : e - f; Xl9 : g . 
straight (Figure 20 , a - b) . 
Xl7 N 8 . Stem is strongly expanding ; stem sides are 
concave shape , causing pointed tangs on base ; shoulders 
are perpendicular to stem ; blade edges are s raight or 
sligh ly convex (Figure 20 , c-d) 
Xl8 = 5 . Very similar o Xl7 bu concavi y of s em edge 
Xl9 
X20 
is no as grea and s ems are narrower (Figure 20 , e- ) . 
1. Mo ley poin (Webb 1977) ; base is convex ; 
no ches are wide an deep ; arbs ex end 
blade is convex (Figure 20 , g) 
1. S e as convex si es ; dee 
ex ends oward base ; bla e is s ade sha e 
9 
owa b se ; 
o ches ; a 
o e ar s 
missin and he sh o u l h s n WO k 0 o rm 
co ncav d as is o k n o l ly ; OU li 
similar o X3 2 (Fi u 2 1 , ) . 
X21 5 . S ems ar s ra i h lmos 11 1 0 
sligh ly expanding ; as i s sli h l y co nv x n s 
are rounded ; blade edges ar s r i h ( n o ic u ) . 
X22 N = 1 . Very large , heavy kni e wi h symm i c 1 
edges ; s em is similar 0 X03 ; sligh ly ex ndin i -h 
straight sides , c o nvex base , and shar co n r s ; 
sh o ulder is perpendi c ular o s em ( E' i gur 2 2 , ) . 
X23 = 3 . h o r s em wi h very shall o w n o h e s n sl· 
s houlders ; n o c h rs 0 o n si si s 0 s 
r sli h l y co nv e x ; s is s r i h ( Fi u 2 1 , - c) 
X2 4 2 . Lo n ri n 1 r oi n wi h si e n o c hes ; s e 
is wi r h l l r sec io n s o h s 
mis s1n ( Fi ur 2 1 , - ) . 
X25 - X30 x n i s oi s wi h co c v s-s . 
X2 5 2 . f i ly 0 co . i 0 sly co c v s s ; 
sli . J y x in s s ; s o ul s i c l.o 
s m ( E' i 2 , - ) 
X2 Co n e v y c 0 s - ; co r s 0 b 1s_s 
0 s 0 OU c . ... :.-: . .Cl s 
o war s ( E' i 2 , - . ) . 
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Figure 21 : Expanding stem points . X20 : a ; X23 : b - c ; X24 : d - e ; 
X25 : f - g ; X26 : h - i . 
X27 N 1. Stem is very slightly expanding with very 
rounded 
Cossa o 
corners and deep basal 
River type (Figure 23 , b) 
notch . Similar to 
(Perino 1985) . 
X28 = 1 . Widely expanding , flaring stem with deep narrow 
no ches ; tangs o base are poin ed ; base is concave . 
This point is similar 0 he Mar indale ype (Figure 
22 , f) (Bell 1960) . 
X29 1. Very small side o ched poin wi h very 
shallow , wide no ches ; base is concave (Fi ure 23 , a) . 
X30 3 . Reworked Dal on oin s (Bell 1958) ; o e has 
very shallow side no ches ; symme rically bevele la e 







Figure 22 : Expanding stem points . X22 : e ; X28 : f ; X30 : g -
h ; X3l : a - b ; X32 : c - d . 
like tool ; side notches are deeper than Dalton point ; 
blade is similarly beveled (Figure 22 , g - h ) . 
X31 N = 6 . Slightly expanding s em wi h convex sides and 
X32 
base and rounded corners ; 
(Figure 22 , a - b) . 
blades are spade - shape 
5 . Sligh ly expanding s em ; base convex or 
concave ; dee no ches ; wide bla e ; lon an s ; similar 
to X31 (Figure 22 , c - ) . 
X40 N = 6 . Expanding s em wi h dee narrow corner o c es ; 
barbs ex end award base ; base is convex (Fi u e 23 , c) . 
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Figure 23 : Expanding stem points . X27 : b ; X29 : a ; X40 : c . 
Axes and Hoes 
The following group of bifaces exhibit formal properties 
of axes or hoes . These are generally the largest li thic 
artifacts in the study sample . 
areas and are very heavy tools . 
Most have thick hafting 
AOl 6 . S emmed axes wi h a single bi o r working 
edge , which is convex or bulbous in ou line (Figure 
24 , a-b) 
A02 = 1 . Similar o AOl excep haf ing area is nearly as 
wide as bi ; s em base is broken o (Fi ure 2 4 , c) . 
A03 = 2 . Hoes , hi ner wi h less ormal esi n a AOl 
or A02 ; o e early ria g la one o 1 or ec a la 
53 
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Figure 24 : Axes and Hoes . AOl : a - b ; A02 : c . 
with asymmetric end (Figure 25 , a-b) . 
A04 N = 3 . Double - bitted , symmetrical axes with central 
hafting area ; the working edges are convex and bulbous , 
similar to AOl (Figure 25 , d ) . 
A05 N = 2 . Large , flat , rectangular fragments of central 
54 
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Figure 25 : Axes and Hoes . A03 , a-b ; A04 , d ; A05 , c . 
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section of very larg e h oe ; WO edges are 
beveled/sharpened for use and the other t wo edges ar 
broken bluntly ; similar to some found at Spi ro Mou nd s 
( Figure 25 , c) (Brown 1976) . 
Bi faces 
The follo wi n g gro up of bi f aces contain a wid e variety 
of attributes and properties . These artifacts represent 
many tool types and stages of manufacture . 
801 N = 3 . Egg - shaped/oval ; heavy crus h ing/battering wear 
on or near ends ( Figure 26 , a - b) . 
802 N 3 . Oval or slightly rectangular or triangular 
shape with large beveling flake scar o n o ne end 
(possibly scrapers) (figure 26 , c - d) . 
803 N 2 . Large tear drop shape wi h plano - co nv e x 
profile ; one has ragment of pla orm and cor ex on 
pointed end ; ano her has cortex sec ·on long one edge 
(possibly scrapers) (figure 26 , e - f) . 
804 N 5 . Large , long , hick ov 1 or le f shap 
BOS 
asymme ric ou line (figure 27 , c - d) . 
4 . Large hinned t ardrop ; v ry round a 
and nearly poin ed a 
damaged (Figure 27 , a - b) 





Figure 26 : Bifaces . BOl: a - b ; B02 : c - d ; B03 : e - f . 
B06 N = 7 . Thinned ovals with rounded ends ; three have 
ends broken off ; wear and edgework are asymmetric ; 
possibly used as knives or side scrapers (Figure 28 , a-
c) . 
807 N = 4 . Thinned triangles ; asymmetric sides , except for 
one specimen which has a flat side like a scraper 
(Figure 28 , d - e) 
BOS N 9 . Thinned and finely shaped preforms ; oval , 
teardrop , or slightly triangular in outline (Figure 





Figure 27 : Bifaces . B04 : c - d ; BOS : a - b . 
B09 N 3 . Rectangular with carefully beveled edge 
(possibly scrapers) (Figure 31 , f) . 
BlO N 3 . Miscellaneous ; one specimen is a four - sided 
polyhedral core ; one fragment has a worked/used groove 
along one edge and appears to be a tip fragment of a 
boatstone made of polished hematite (Newkumet 1940) ; 
two specimens are of hematite (not pictured) . 
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Figure 28 : 8ifaces . 806 : a - c ; 807 : d - e . 
The following are smaller bifaces . 
811 N = 10 . Very thin, finely shaped ; triangular except 
one which is willow-leaf shaped ; probably preforms , 
knives , fine cutting tools or scalpels (Figure 30 , a-e) . 
812 N = 3 . Very small , triangular or willow-leaf shape ; 
heavily used (Figure 30 , f-g) . 
813 N 6. Very small; badly battered ; miscellaneous 




Fi g ur e 29 : Biface s . BOB : a-b . 
B14 N = 3 . Small round or oval cores ; one cob ble badly 
damaged with pecking scars is perhaps a h ammers ton e ; 
two others have cortex removed with edge damage evident 
(Figure 31 , d - e) . 
B15 N 14 . Asymmetrically worked and used bifaces ; 
probably knives ; most with hafting areas (Figure 32 , e -
g) . 
Bl 6 N = 6 . Long narrow but thick bifaces ; heavily worked 
and reworked ; willow - leaf and triangular shapes (Figure 





Figure 30 : Bifaces . Bll : a - e ; B12 : f-g . 
817 N = 9 . Miscellaneous group with long , narrow , pointed 
working ends ; probably drills and gravers (Figure 32 , a -
d) . 
Flakes 
Only 14 artifacts can be classified as flakes . These 
have unmodified ventral faces and all except one are quite 
thin . Two of these artifacts are very small c o n j o inable 
fragments of a single biface thinning flake . All he flakes 
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Figure 32 : Bifaces . BlS : e - g ; Bl6 : h - i ; B17 : a - d . 
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hinning lak scars on h ir except one hav 
dorsal sur aces . 
previous 
Elev n flakes ar larg wi h n rly 
symmetrical outline and most have evidence o 
retouch . 
Tip and Blade Fragments 
use or 
This category includes 37 tip fragments in a wide range 
of sizes and shapes and six central blade fragments wi h no 
tip . Seventeen fragments have hinge break scars which r 
usually associated with bending actions ra her than impact . 
Chap er 3 
Analysis 
Analysis o f Lithi c Raw Mat e r i als Usage 
High quality lithic ra w material is abundan i n e astern 
Okla h o ma . A wide variety of c hert , flint and quar zite is 
available in outcrops o f the Ouachita and Oz ark mo untains . 
Many materials als o occur as cobbles and s l abs wa sh e d into 
the streams and r i v e rs o f the area (Banks 1 98 4 , 19 0) . This 
investigat o r was ab l e to find s e veral u sa b le sa mples of 
c her t and quartzi e along t he l akesh o r e in 
t h e Ma c key sit e i n o n ly a few minut e s . 
moti vat e d pre h istor i c i nhab i t a n s wo ul 
Th e 
hav 
he vicini y of 
x e ienced a nd 
h d o e xpend 
ver y little ime a nd en gy in m i n t · nin n a d e quate 
supply of ma erials . 
An impor an oal of iden i ica ion o r w ma erials is 
differe n ia ion b ween local an non-loc l m rials . 
Local ma eri ls ar e ined as ma rials ori in i ng in he 
Ou chi a Mou n a ins and vailabl in h f ou che a line or 
Po eau River rainage . This will xclu A k n sas 
novaculi e , which origin s i h sou h r Ou chi 
Moun a i n s and is mos l' kely no v il l in nor - h rn 
Ou a chi a draina e . In eneral , li ic m i om 
Ouachi as lS easily dis inguish l rom · hos ori i n 
nor h o he Arkans s R. v in h Oz 
Ozark ma erial is v i l l s co l s 
Riv r which is o ly 20 mil s nor h of 
available in he imme ia 
material . There ore , m 
he Ozarks are consi r 
vicini y , 
ials iden i i 
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of stream cobbles was a primary strategy in lithic tool 
production . 
To summarize the analysis of material types , there are 
several major observations . The use of local materials , 
especially quartzite , is preferred throughout the sequence . 
The fact that the pattern of change in the occurrence of 
quartzite corresponds to the pattern exhibited by the entire 
sample of artifacts indicates that the use of quartzite may 
be a determining factor in the evolving lithic technology of 
the site . 
There is a persistent usage (ranging from 17% to 39%) 
of material originating in the Ozark Mountain formations . 
The ratio of local to non-local material fluctuates a little 
but is relatively constant throughout the sequence . 
Significant changes are not evident in preference or usage 
of local versus non-local materials . The consistent use of 
Ozark materials is significant , especially when compare d to 
the limited use of novaculite which is very popular in the 
sout heastern Ouachitas. It is also important to note that 
more Ozark material is in this collection than the locally 
available A and B chert types , which are similar fine 
grained cherts . This pref ere nee for Ozark ma terials over 
local cherts and novaculite indica es that travel and/or 
contact with areas north of the Fourche Malin e Creek are 
very important components of the technological , economic , or 
73 
social strategies of the Fourche Maline people. 
Finally , the absence of debitage and unmodified flakes 
severely inhibits further analysis of the structure of 
regional lithic procurement and utilization. 
Analysis of Artifact Types 
The t ota l number of artifacts in the study sample is 
816 . This includes the complete chipped stone assemblage 
from all squares that did not contain burials . The 
following series of tables presents the tool forms in a 
hierarchical view as did the tables of raw materials . The 
first table , Table S , shows the distributi on o f the four 
main categories of artifacts by stratigraphic level . Eighty 
percent of the artifacts are points . Although the blade and 
tip fragments cannot be accurately identified as point 
fragments, most have symmetric attributes and are probably 
point fragments. The biface category consists of axes , 
hoes , drills , gravers, knives , scrapers , preforms and other 
nonspecific or fragmentary bifacially worked artifacts . 
Table 6 breaks the points down into four major groups . 
On l y t h ree points are classified as s ma ll arrow points based 
on the narrow width of their stems . Two are corner notched 
expa nding stem points and the third is side notc hed. These 
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Table 5 : Maj or Categories of Tool Types 
1 foot Blade /Tip Level Rate of 
Level Bi faces Flakes Poi nts fragments Total s Chang e 
1 20 0 114 7 141 +15 % 
2 22 1 9 4 6 1 23 -11 % 
3 17 1 1 08 12 138 +10 % 
4 20 4 94 8 126 - 5% 
5 16 2 108 6 13 2 +164 % 
6 5 3 42 0 50 +47 % 
7 4 0 29 1 34 -8 % 
8 2 3 31 1 37 +61 % 
9 2 0 2 1 0 23 +92% 
10 0 0 10 2 12 
Tota ls 108 14 651 4 3 816 
13 % 2 % 80 % 5 % 
points were recovered from the upper two levels of deposit . 
The rest of the points are probably dart a n d spear points . 
They are generally heavy with wide stems and would probably 
not work efficiently in a bow and arrow configuration . 
Contracting stem points comprise 57 % o f the point 
cate g o ry . The occurre n ce of contracting stem points 
increases steadily fr o m level nine through level five . From 
level five through level o ne , their numbers fluctuate in a 
familiar pa tter n that was previously obse rved for local a nd 
quartzite mat erials and total artifacts . Their n umbers peak 
at levels five , three and o ne, wi t h dips in frequency at 
levels two and four . 
Parallel stem and expand ing stem points e xh ibit very 
differe nt patt er ns of c hang e t hr oughout th e stratigraphic 
seq uence . The frequency of parallel stems peaks at level 
eight and again at level thre e . The number of expanding 
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Tabl 6: Distribution of Major Point Categories 
Small Con racting Parallel Expanding 
1 foo Arrow s em s em Stem Level 
Level Points Points Points Points Totals 
1 2 85 7 20 114 
2% 75% 6% 17% 
2 1 60 8 25 94 
1 % 64 % 8% 27% 
3 0 65 17 26 108 
60% 16 % 24% 
4 0 55 12 27 94 
58% 13% 29% 
5 0 74 15 19 108 
68% 14% 18% 
6 0 18 7 17 42 
43% 17 % 40 % 
7 0 8 10 11 29 
28% 3 4 % 38% 
8 0 3 10 18 31 
10 % 32% 58% 
9 0 2 9 10 21 
9% 43 % 48 % 
10 0 4 1 5 10 
40% 10% 50% 
Tot ls 3 374 96 178 651 
<1% 57% 15% 27% 
stems peaks at levels eight and four . Although contracting 
stems dominate the to al collection of tools , parallel stem 
and expanding stem points dominate levels ten through six . 
In levels ten through seven , parallel and expanding 
stems comprise 81% of the points . From these da a , parallel 
and expanding stems were clearly the preferred s yles in the 
oldes four or five levels of deposit . Although contrac ing 
stem points occur at all levels , less than 5% of hem are 
found in levels ten through seven . The presence of such a 
small percentage at these deeper levels could be a r·bu ed 
to post depositio nal mixing rather than early usage . 
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The distributions of the parallel stem points and 
expanding stem points are presented in Tables 7-9 . Some 
point types are combined into larger groups because of their 
similarities in physical attributes and distributions . This 
recombination facilitates the comparison and analysis of the 
distributions of general styles of points . 
Table 7 shows the distribution of the earliest parallel 
stem and expanding stem points . PG 1 i s a comb in a t ion of 
types POl , P02 and P03 . These are grouped into an 
intermediate category based on their wide rectangular stems 
and general thickness. Their distributions are also very 
similar . Twenty specimens in this group occur in levels 
five through ten of the deposits. PG2 groups together point 
types P08 , P09 , PlO and Pll because they all have thin , 
rectangular , finely shaped stems that expand slightly at the 
base . The form and size of the stems are very uniform and 
most of the stem edges appear to be ground . The single Calf 
Creek point specimen is in this group . Nine of these points 
were recovered from levels five through nine . The points 
recovered from levels two and three are from squares at the 
very edge of the mound and at or near the bottom levels of 
those squares . 
Type POS points are listed separately because their 
formal qualities are somewhat unique among parallel stem 
points. Some stems are slightly contracting but they occur 
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T ble 7 : Parallel and Expa nding s em points 
Level PGl l?G2 POS 1?13 XGl XG2 XG3 XG4 XGS X07 
]_ 1 0 0 0 1 2 3 0 2 0 
2 1 1 0 0 3 5 2 1 0 0 
3 1 4 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 1 
4 0 0 2 0 0 5 1 1 4 0 
5 4 3 1 1 2 2 3 0 2 2 
6 2 2 0 0 1 2 3 1 1 0 
7 2 1 1 2 1 0 3 1 0 0 
8 4 2 1 0 2 5 1 3 0 4 
9 7 1 1 0 4 1 0 0 1 0 
10 ]_ 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 
Total 23 14 6 3 14 23 18 8 11 7 
at lower levels than most contracting stem points . Their 
outli ne resembles contracting stem point COl except for 
t heir co nvex bases . Thi s type may represent an early for m 
of co ntracting stem point . 
!? 13 consists of three points whose general 
co nfiguration dist inguishes this gro u p from the others . 
They have short recta ngul ar stems dwarfed by very large 
broad blades with deep cor ner notches and barbs exte nding 
al mos to the base . These points are si milar to t he 
Marshall type . 
XGl comb i nes types XOl and X02 together because of 
heir completely rounded , extremely co nvex stems . These 
poin s are similar o the l?almillas or Williams ypes . Te n 
spe imens were recovered from levels ive through nine . Two 
ot hers are from ' he bottom level of shallow squares on the 
edge of the site . 
XG2 combin es ypes X03 and X04 because they have 
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similar deep corner notches and wide expanding stems with 
slightly convex bases . 
stem corners as well . 
similar extending barbs . 
Mos t o f these points have rounded 
X04 points hav e wider notche s a nd 
X0 3 points have very wide notch es 
and rounded shoulders that do not extend toward the bas e . 
Ten of these were recovered from levels five through nine . 
Nine others are from shallow squares on the edge of the site 
and are a t or near the maximum depth of thos e squares . 
XG3 contains types XlO , Xll and Xl6 . These are the 
largest of the expanding stem points . Their bases are 
straight or slightly convex and the stem co rners are 
r o unded . Xll samples are generally wider and thicker 
specimens . XlO points are thinner in profile with l o ng 
narr o w stems . Xl6 points have wide short stems . All have 
wide cor ner notc hes and their s h o ulders are disti nct bu t do 
not extend toward the base . Eleve n of these poi nts are from 
levels five through ten , and three are from s hall o w edge 
squares . Of the three types in this group , XlO has he 
least consistent distribution with three poin s from levels 
o ne and two , and t wo points from level seven . 
XG4 is a combination of types Xl3 and XlS . These are 
also large expanding stem points with deep , wide corner 
notches and slightly expanding stems . Xl3 points are more 
symmetrical with s moothly finished surfaces , whereas Xl S are 
roughly and ir r egu l a rly thinned . Both of these groups ar 
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small . Six points are from levels six through ten and one 
other point is from the deepest level of its square . 
XGS contains type X31 and X32 . These points have 
slightly expanding , almost parallel stems . Their stems , in 
general , are somewhat irregular , and these are considered to 
be contingent types . That is , although they are similar , in 
some respects , to some of the other point types , it was 
difficult to associate them because of their roughly shaped , 
irregular forms. They are grouped together largely on the 
basis of the shape of their blades . X31 points have longer 
stems with blades that are spade shaped . X32 points are 
very similar to X31 , but their tangs are longer and extend 
toward the base . Although eight of these occur above level 
six , most of them are in the deepest levels of their 
squares . 
Type X07 is listed separately . Their stems with 
distinctively rounded tangs are unique among the types that 
occur in lower levels . 
Table 8 shows the distributions of a number of 
expanding stem point types that are so distinctive in formal 
characteristics that regrouping them does not seem 
appropriate . Point types X19, X20 , X2 2 , X23 , X27 and X29 
were recovered from levels five through nine and were from 
the deepest levels of their squares. One of the XJO points 
is a Dalton point , recovered from level eight . Type X2 6 
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Table 8 : Unique Expan ing stem points 
Level X19 X20 X22 X23 X24 X25 X26 X27 X28 X29 X30 
1 0 0 0 0 0 l 1 0 1 0 1 
2 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 
3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
6 0 1 0 1 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
8 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 
9 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 1 1 1 2 2 2 6 1 1 1 3 
points occur i n the deepest and middle levels . 
Type X24 has a low/high bipolar distribution probably 
indicat ing a classifica tion or sampling problem . Types X25 
and X28 are found only in the upper t wo levels . 
Table 9 shows distr ibuti o ns o four contingent point 
types a nd nin e late point types . The contingent point types 
are represented by col umns PG3 , X14 and X21 . PG3 consists 
o~ parallel stem poi types P16 and Pl7 . These point types 
are e erred o s ' contingent ' bee use either the condition 
of he poin s o r h ir workmansh · p made i dif ficul to 
identify them as par icular ypes . Their widely varied 
dis ributions confirm this classi ica ion roblem . The 
remaining columns in Table 9 represent point ypes rom he 
upper levels of eposi s assigned o 1 r time per ods han 
mos points in Tables 7 and 8 . PG 4 combines y p s P 0 4 , P 0 7 
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Table Miscellan ous p rall J and e xpand ing s m poin s 
Level PGS x 14 X21 X40 PG3 PG 4 xos X25 X28 XG6 XG7 
1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 ) 1 1 1 
2 1 1 1 1 2 3 0 1 0 1 2 
3 0 4 0 1 6 3 0 0 0 5 4 
4 0 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 3 4 
5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 1 
6 0 2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 2 0 
7 1 1 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 3 0 
8 1 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
9 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
10 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 
Total 5 11 5 6 26 1 2 2 2 1 18 12 
and PlS . P04 and P07 are very similar in form , the primary 
difference being that P07 points have narr o wer stems than 
P04 . These three point types are consistently fo und in the 
upper levels of depos its . 
XG7 cons ists of point types X06 , Xl 7 and Xl8 . These 
three co n r notched expanding stem point s are very similar 
in fo m nd very consis n ly occ ur in levels o n e through 
five o_ h mound . X06 , Xl7 and Xl8 all hav e s raight bases 
wi h sha poin d s m orners , or angs . X06 has deep 
narrow 0 s . Xl7 n Xl8 have wide no hes bu Xl 8 is 
g nera lly s l r wi h l ss poin ed t ngs . 
Grou X 6 con ains y es X08 and XO and is ano h r 
grou 0 x an ng s em oin s with roun d s em corners . 
The s ems o hese poin s have dis inc iv round an s . 
X08 poin s h ve dee na row no ches . XO h s sm ller , 
narrowe s ms wi h wid c rved notche Th s oi s r 
consis n ly found in h r evels o osit . 
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Contracting s em points were initially sep r d into 28 
subgroups des c ribed in the previ ous s c ion . These 
subgroups are based on very slight variati o ns · n stem and 
shoulder characteristics . This extensive subdivision was 
done in an attempt to identify changes in the contracti ng 
stem form through time . Th e primary characteristic that is 
considered is the shape of t h e stem . Thr e bas ic stem 
shapes are stems with pointed bases , stems with rounded 
bases , and stems with straight bases . A significant number 
of contracting stem points have bases that fall in between 
pointed and rounded . These are described above as types C09 
hr o ugh Cl2 . A large number of co ntracting stem poi nts have 
bas es whi c h are damaged too severely to assign h em to any 
of t hese c ategories . The secondary factor that wa s used in 
subdividi ng contra ct ing stem points are shoulder 
haracteristics . There is a wide variation in he shoulder 
ou lines o h con r cting stem poin s rangin g from barely 
discernible to poin d , wi h long , downward ex nding barbs . 
Ta bl 10 shows h distribution o t h e con rac ing s em 
points . Col umn CGl consis s o n ly of type COl points whi c h 
have straight , fla bases . Grou p CG2 consi s s o points 
with rounded , co n vex bases and includes ypes C02 - COB , C41 
nd CS l. Group CGJ consis s 0 poi n s with bases 
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Table 10 : Dis ribu io of Con ra in st m poin ·s 
1-foo CGl CG2 CG3 CG4 c 5 
Level 01 C02-C08 C09 - Cl2 Cl3-C26 Mis To- ls 
1 3 17 3 30 32 85 
2 3 11 3 25 18 60 
3 1 27 3 21 13 65 
4 2 21 6 10 16 55 
5 6 JO 3 16 19 74 
6 2 8 0 3 5 18 
7 1 4 0 1 2 8 
8 0 1 0 2 0 3 
9 1 0 0 0 1 2 
10 0 0 1 0 3 4 
Totals 19 119 19 108 109 374 
that are nearly pointed but still somewhat r o unded . It is 
diffi cult to determine if these bases wer e intended to be 
rounded or pointed . Gr ou p CG3 includes types C09 - Cl2 . 
Group CG4 co nsists o points with bases t hat are de cid dly 
pointed n includes ypes Cl3 C26 . CGS co ntain s the 
miscellan eous ype C , which all had damaged stems . 
As no d previously , less than 5% of the co n rac ing 
s em 0 n s occur b low level six . s a istically , his 
represen ion is ne rly insignifican nd is potenti lly 
u 0 is rbance or th collection pro SS . Th r re 
wi ce m ny round bas po in s as 0 n base po in s at 
levels our , five an six . The numb 0 rounded ase 
poin s reaches peak 0 30 in level iv n h n r ses 
0 17 vel one . The number of po in b s s i er s s 
fairly cons is ten ly up 0 p ak 0 30 l v l on n 
f ac 
' 
he ern 0 ch an e in he u n y 0 poin d b s 
oin s is n arly the 0 posi e of he c a of requ ncy 0 
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rounded bases . 
By comparing t h e frequen cies of rounded and pointed 
bases thr o ugh time , it could be pos ul ated that when 
contracting stem points were first introduced , rou nded bases 
were preferred over pointed bases . Over time , the 
preference shifted from rounded bases to p oi nted bases . The 
ea rly preference for rounded bases could be c hallenged by 
recogniz ing t hat 29% o f the sample , whi c h is in group CGS , 
is not included . In levels one through seven , the number of 
points in CGS ranges from 20% t o 37% o f the contra ct ing stem 
poi nts . Th is percentage fluctuates at each level from 2 0 % 
to 30% and t hen hits a peak representation of 37% at level 
o ne . The frequency pattern of group CGS is very simi lar to 
CG 4 , the pointed base group . It could be argued that the 
thin , fragile na ure o f the pointed base mi g ht cause these 
s ems to break more easily than the more robust rounded 
s ems causing hese artifacts o be sort into t h e 
miscellaneous ca egory . If his is he ase , and the 
miscellaneous group is added to he pointed base roup , then 
he poin ed base s yle dominates he entire sequence and 
reaches a peak o populari y of 73% at level on 
case , the roun ed s em form declines in usag 
In eit her 
er level 
ive . This an ysis of contractin s em poin s on urs wi h 
chambach ' s ( 1 82) only to he ex en ha rounded s em 
poin s are pref rr d during earlier occupa ions n giv way 
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to the prefe ren ce for pointed stem poi n s during later 
peri ods . Ho wever , no evidence e xist s in hi s coll c ion 
t hat either style was abandoned at any time . 
Specialized bifa ces and preforms compose 1 3% of he 
sample . The tool categories defined here are bas ed o n 
macroscopic formal characteristics that suggest possi ble 
functional uses . Without microscopic use-wear analysis , 
however , many can only be described as miscellane ous o r 
preforms . Table 11 illustrates the distribution of bi face 
t ools . The first column labeled ' axe/hoe ' consist s o the 
largest tools of the ' A ' category . Scalpels , in the second 
column , consist of types Bll and Bl 2 . These have b een named 
' scalpels ' because hey are very t hin and small , like 
prehistoric razor blades or fine c utting too ls . Drills 
consist of artifac s wi h narr o w, pointed ends , and are 
compos d o types Bl and Bl7 . Bl6 drills have co n trac ing 
s ems with no discernible shoulders and are reminiscen of 
modern drill bi s . Bl7 rills are a mixe assor men 0 
s emmed ools and heavy graver - like ools . 
Tools referred o as ' knives ' exhibi si ngl -edg , or 
asymmetrical use wear and retouch . 
BO and Bl5 . Type B06 are in 
asymm trical edge wear nd hinness . 
Kniv s consis 0 
hi s group b c us 




as side scrapers . o me of the Bl5 ool s h v h i 
components and look like mo i ied oin s . 
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Ta le 11 : Dis ribu ion of Bi c s 
1 foo Axe/ 
level Hoe Scalpel Drill Knife Misc Prefo m er~ r To al 
1 2 4 3 2 4 3 2 20 
2 7 3 1 4 1 3 3 22 
3 3 3 3 3 3 1 1 17 
4 1 3 3 4 2 5 1 16 
5 1 0 0 3 4 8 0 16 
6 0 0 3 1 0 ) 0 5 
7 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 4 
8 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 
9 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 2 
10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Totals 14 13 15 21 15 21 8 107 
En d scrapers co nsist of types 802 , 803 and 809 . Th ese 
tools have one end which is steeply bevel ed wi h ssociated 
use - wear characteristics . The preform column co nsists of 
types 801 , 804 , BOS and 808 . These are all large bifaces 
wi h varying egrees of th nning , shaping and finishing . 
Non have s ms or no ches bu almost a l h ve evidenc of 
some dge d mage . The m · s el laneous olum onsists o 
ypes 807 , BlO , Bl3 nd B 14 . ome of h s m y hav be n 
re orms , knives or scrape s . 
The number of bi aces is very small ·n h eepest iv 
levels bu incr ases slowly from zero in l v en 0 ive 
in level six . Between level f iv an six , rama ic 220 % 
increas occurs . This jump level six corr s onds 0 
increase i poin s which also occu s a l l six , bu is 
even more exaggerated . 
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Among h se biface tools , only drills , knives , a 
scraper and one indetermina e biface are presen b low level 
six . The first preform appears at level six , he irs hoe 
at level five , and the fi n e t h in scalpel knives appear at 
level four . As the number of bi faces increases through 
time , so does the variety of bifaces . Th is prolifera ion o f 
types and styles of tools represe n ts an increase in 
specialization . The heavy axehead and the raz or hin 
scalpel are very efficie n t tools for parti c ular types of 
tasks , whereas large ' poi n ts ' have been shown to be mo re 
versatile tools , suitable for a variety of tasks (Ahler 
1971) . The increase in specialization accompanies he 
overall increase in population and use of th e si e . 
The dramatic i ncrease in total materials b tween level 
six and five is also reflected in contracting stem p oi nts 
and specialized bifaces . Thi s signif ican jump i n 
quan ities could be in erpreted to reflect n increase · n 
opula ion or si e usage or bo h . The asso ia ed increase 
in spec al.zed bi faces may r fl ct mo s d n ary 
lifestyle (Odell 19 94) . 
l?arallel and expanding s em po in s are he r m ry , n 
in some cases , th only , tools in h low r our 0 ive 
l v ls of deposi These ool orms pr s n som 0 h 
earlies occupations in eastern Okl horn Al hough he 
increases in parallel and expanding s em poin s re 
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significant during later periods , these in c re ses pale in 
c omparison t o the three - f o ld increas e in co ntra c ing s e m 
points . 
The spectacular increase in contra c ing st e m oo l s nd 
tools made of locally available quartzit e at l e vel five may 
reflect a change in technology rath e r than merely an 
increase in population or site usage . Tools enter an 
archaeological record as a result of discard and other 
processes (Shott 1989) Tools with shorter use - lives are 
discarded at an accelerated rate . Tools with l o wer 
manufacturing costs , particularly with respect to raw 
material availability and complexity o f manufactur e , hav e 
sh o rt e r us e - lives (Bamf o rth 1986) . When less time and 
e ffor t ar e e xpende d during manufactur e , th e t o ol is less 
valuab le b ecaus e rep laceme n costs a r e low . Raw ma te ri al , 
es p eci al ly quartzite , is abu nd a n t i n h is r a . Co n tr c ing 
stems are easie r a nd q uic ke r to ma ke t han mo s corner -
n o c h ed or paral l el s e ms . Their i n c r easing n umb ers i n h 
upp e r levels may re le he f ac h a t hey h s hor er use -
live s , were l ess valua b le , a nd mo r e xp ndable th a n o her 
types . 
Ah le ' s (1971) unc io n l a nal y sis o pr o jec il poin s 
indi cat s ha , i n gene r al , co n racting s m and co n rac ing 
s t e mme lanceolate poin s we r e pro b ably onded i h ir 
s ha f s a n d we r used pri ma r il y as kn iv s a Rodgers Sh l e 
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in Missouri . Points used as projec il s wer dominated by 
side-no ch d forms , which are presumab y mor s bl on 
impact . Ahler also advoca es the posi ion tha varia ion in 
point morphology may reflect the varia ion in ool function 
rather than varying culturally distinct inhabitants . 
Although Ahler warns against extrapolating his analysis of 
Rodgers Shelter to ot her sites , it does bring up in riguing 
questions about the contracting stem system of technology . 
Contracting stems may also represent a echnology 
system whi ch is maintainable . Modular components , easily 
maintained by users , not specialized craftsmen , nd poor 
workmanship are attributes of maintainable systems employed 
in a " forager " procuremen strategy (Bleed 1 86) Forager 
hunting strategies are described as opportunis ic harvesting 
of game which is " continually available bu on an 
unpredic able schedule " (Bleed l 8 ) . 
Th velopmen 0 he on racting s em me ho or 
sys em of ool manu c ure may r f lec 
a modular component (Odell 1 
element , when inser ed into 
4) Th 
spli 
s n rdiz 
on r c l 
or bo sh 






adjus able 0 he size o he shaf , or s li , wi hin a 
cer ain range , similar to a " one size fi s 11 " cone 
0 
Analysis of WPA Collection Process 
One objective o this thesis is lo ex min e h 
and research potential of the WPA collec ions . To 
ro l ms 
v lua e 
the potential collec ion bias of the Ma c key si e and other 
WPA collection s , comparisons are ma e with mor e r ce ntly 
excavated sites in the area . Th e Scot si e was xcava ed 
in 1977 by the Archaeological Research and Management Center 
at the University of Oklahoma (Galm and Flynn 1978b) . 
Because the Scott site is the deepest mound excavated in the 
area since the WPA era , artifact frequencies from he cott 
site are compared with those fr o m 
Comparison wi h the Scott site is also 
he Ma c key si e . 
seful in an attempt 
o assign relative dating to the Ma c key site . Because the 
Wann site ata (Galm and Flynn 1978b) is avail abl e in a 
similar format as co t , it is lso included in his 
comp ra iv analysis . 
The excavation uni - t Scott is 1 X 1 X . 1 me rs . 
Since he excavation n s rom he wo si s are iff r n 
in or er to compare he sites , the exc va ion uni 0 
Mackey si e is conv r ed o me r ic 
equ ls . 52 meters , hen 5 square 
me ers . One foot equals . 3 meters . 
Mackey is 2 . 31 tim s l r r than 
T 
s 
ni s . Sine 5 
q ls 2 . 31 s 
or , one s u 
Seo an 







The study sample rom the Macky site · s from 142 5 X 5 
feet squares , which is approximately equivalen 0 328 1 x 1 
meter squares . The co t si e excavation consists o 57 l X 
1 meter squares . Therefore the horizontal rea of he 
Mackey site is 328 divided by 57 , or 5 . 75 times as large as 
the Scott site area . In addition , the depth of the Scott 
site is t wo meters which is approxi mate l y equivalen to 6 . 7 
feet , wh ereas he Mackey site exte nds to 12 feet in some 
areas . 
Table 12 illustrates the comparison of some of the 
gross charac eristics of these sites . Considering the large 
size of the Mackey site , some artifact frequencies are 
obviously ou of proportion . The total number of artifacts , 
the small poin s , point and biface fragments and flakes seem 
o be underr presented . Only he number o large poin s 
seems to be oughly propor ional to the qu ntity of fill 
ir . Th i aces are he o nly o her ca e ory ha 
approach s a cep able represen a ion . I i impor an 0 
o e ha wh il ss mblages 




poorly represen e in he Mackey 
collec ion . 
The underrepresen ion o cer in class s o r i c s 
a he Ma ck y si e is ue 0 he col c io roe ss . Th 
failure o screen fill dir is he probabl c us o h low 
requenci s o small poin s and lakes , l hough " po -
2 
T bl 12 : Compar · son o i Da 
Mackey cott Wa n 
Surface Area 328 57 
Depth (ft) 9 3 
(cm) 270 180 90 
Total 820 2 403 257 
Artifacts 
Large Points 65 1 2 44 312 
Small Points 3 25 68 
Point 43 620 511 
fragments 
Bi faces 109 127 203 
Bi face 0 608 43 
fragments 
Modified 14 779 818 
flakes 
hunting ", or arr o wh e d collecting may explain h loss of 
small points near th surface . T few po in r m n s ' 
bi ac s and bi a e ragmen s r r ob bly du 0 the 
x va ion ea rns ' failure 0 re cogn z hos s i c s . 
This ailur is ref l .ct ion of s e o - h sci n of 
arch eology at h i m as well s h s ki ll l v 0 he 
WPA wo rkers . The a ha h nu b r 0 l r Oln s in 
h ol lec ion appro ch es a propor ion l u n i y , wh r as 
h 0 h e r ar i ac s 0 n o ' 
gives e im ssio he 
excav ion c r e ws sel c e arti c s h look mili r , 
like arrowheads . L r ar i ac s lso mor n 
wh e i ging wi h shovel , wh ich w s s n ar oc u e 
3 
of the WPA er ws . 
Another observation about the collecti o n process that 
affected this sample is the duration of the project . The 
excavation of the mound at Mackey was begun at the end of 
May in 1940 and the final report on the site is dated 
September 30 , 1940 (Newkumet 1940b) . The site was excavated 
very quickly , in less than four months. The excavation of 
such a large quantity of dirt containing so many burials in 






Defining cultural components for a s· as l rge and 
complex as Mackey without absolute dating and wi hout 
obvious stratigraphic information is an awesome ask and 
requires relentless attention to detail . Addi ionally , as 
was demonstrated in the previous section , we can be fairly 
cer ain that the collection is biased in favor of large 
hafted bifaces . The sample for this study was sele ted from 
squares without burials in the anticipation that 
s ra igraphic sequences would be more eviden in soil less 
dis urbed . The cultural chronology presen ed is based on 
ver ical loca ion of general clust rs of diagnos ic tool 
typ s a Mackey and comparison o hese tools wi h hose at 
o h r si es in h region . The main ools in his analysis 
r large haf d bi aces , simply ec s 0 heir 
overwhelming numb rs. 
The followin discussion o E rly an Mid 1 Archaic 
ne rby com onen s is par ly based on com arison wi h h 
Seo si e whi ch is a ed as early s 2550 B . C . /-270 (UG -
1 7 0) This da is in he upp r r n 0 h Mi le 
Archaic eriod (Galm 1 84) Ne rly 11 0 he oin · s rom 
he Early and Middle Archaic com onen s a Mackey r a sen 
5 
rom h co s Th Mackey midden is n rly our 
e per h n h d p s l v l a Seo I - is r c s y in 
hese low s four 0 fiv levels of Ma ck y wh r h E rly 
and Middle Archaic components are found . Exam les 0 E rly 
and Middle Archaic artifac s are also found in h s 
levels at he Sam site (Proctor 1957) and the Copeland si 
(Guilinger 1971) . 
In reviewing the preceding tables of dis ribu ions of 
point ypes , it is important to be aware of a gen ral 
characteris ic of the mound itself . 
down to underlying rock and clay . 
The mound was xcava 
The mound was si ua 
along h edge o a ravine which slopes down oward a er ek . 
The excava ion squares along the west , nor h n eas ed es 
are shallower han the squares in the midd The profiles 
o the moun are similar in shape to a shallow o wl . 
Th e c 0 his bowl shap in v ic 1 
istribu 0 s s ha some a i ac s may r 0 b in h 
upp r ev ls 0 d posi wh n h y are , in h se 
0 h osi - . This con i ion is r f e r 0 n ly i 
h isc ssion 0 h ol r , an d ep i c s . T is 
oblem can be minimize by djus ing h l v l or · h 
lower 1 vels 0 eposi T l 3 i ) l s s h 
dis ribu io s o he artifac s in h low r v ls 
level r adjus ed y sim le l r ic ·nv sio 
l ori hm s level o square l v l 1 ) . In is 












L v l adjus e 
oints 
PGl PG2 PG3 
0 0 0 
0 0 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 2 
0 2 0 
1 0 0 
4 2 6 
6 4 10 
11 5 6 
is i u io s o 
PG4 PG5 XGl XG2 
0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 
1 0 0 1 
1 0 0 0 
2 0 2 1 
1 0 1 0 
1 0 1 2 
2 1 0 
1 2 3 4 
2 1 8 11 
table , t h e t erm, " laye r" , re f ers to 
r l l n s m 
XG3 XG4 XGS X07 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 0 0 
0 0 0 1 
1 0 1 0 
2 0 0 0 
1 2 1 
3 4 1 1 
6 3 5 4 
he stra igra hie uni 
relative to t h e bot om of h e square , wi h layer on being 
he oldes This is in contras 0 he st ndar erm , 
" level ", which refers to the impose stra igraphic osi ion 
rel a i ve to the surface . This technique facili a es he 
r co ni ion of s ra igraphic rela ionships of old r r i c 
forms . 
Table 13 shows mor cl arly h on sis n is r·b ion 
0 many o he parall n ex an s em poin rou s . 
How ver , h techniq · s inappropri 0 s or r i c s 
ha r consis en ly in h upp r v ls of pos· 
Early Archaic 
Evi nee of ly Arch ic occu ions i clu s 2 l 
a l l s em oi s in l?Gl, hre Dal on-lik oi n s o 
y X30 , WO ri u ar , side no ch oi s o y X2 
7 
and 15 points in types X07 , X23 and X26 . Of hese , the 
Dalton point is a type whi c h is often diagn os ic o Early 
Archaic occupations in this area (Galm and Hofman 1984 , 
Wyckoff 1984) . A single classic Dalton point , by i self , a 
level eight could be a curated or collected i em . Ho wever , 
other artifacts a the deepest levels have been associated 
with Dalton points at ot her sites . 
The Billy Ross site (Gal m and Hofman 1984) in Haskell 
County , about 30 miles north west of Mackey , contains an 
Early Archaic component with parallel stem points similar to 
those in group PGl . Ma n y poi n ts of type POl and P03 are 
large lanceolate points with small or sloping shoulders like 
Category 10 of the Billy Ross site . These lanceola e p oi n s 
are comparable o the Cody , Alberta or Scot sbluff types of 
he Plains . In contras , type P02 and some of type POl 
poin s hav well defined shoulders and barbs . These barbed 
poin s are simil r o Bulverde in outline , bu they are 
larg r han mos o h r poin s escrib as lver e (B 11 
1960) . 
The X30 bif ace pie ured in figur 22g is n arly 
iden ical o a reworke Dal on -like ool rom he Billy Ross 
si e ( s Galm and Ho man 1 8 4 : figure 8 c) . Ty 
very similar 0 he Big San y yp s describ h 
Ross si e and he Packar si e (Wyck of 9 4, 1 85) . 






8 . P . (NZ - 478) , and a Da l o n point was reco vered in h 
jus abo ve . 
zo ne 
The Alberts on site in northwes Arkansas (Dickson 1991) 
is a deeply stratifi ed site wi th an Early Archaic comp o nen 
containing Rice bifaces which are very similar o types X07 , 
X23 and X26 . The Rice occupation at the Alberts on si e is 
associated with a date of 8410 + / - 245 8.P . (UGa - 3939) . 
Additional evidence for the existence of an Early 
Archaic component at Mackey can be deduced by extrapolating 
the deposition rate . The Scott site date of 2550 8 . C . (4500 
8 . p . ) (Galm 1981 ) is associated wi t h the ominanc 
contracting stem points at level 6 (50 60 cm) . 
of 
The 
domin a n ce of contracti ng stem points at Ma ckey also begins 
at level 6 (5 - 6 feet) If a continuous rate of depositio n 
througho u t is assumed , and this ra e is extrapolated to the 
lower four fee , hen he lower four fee would have 
required 2000 0 000 years o ccumula e . This woul se 
h lower limi a ckey o 5550 8 . C ., wh ich is nerally 
accep ed o be h beginning o the Mi dl Arch ic . 
However , his ex r o a ion is conserva ive , iven our 
beli f ha popula ion ensi y an si iliz ion w re 
less intense and mor in e mit en ur·n rli r has s 
in he area . The ra 0 deposi io h ow l v ls 
shoul be slower han during he l r im io 
Acknowledging his conservative ex ra ola io lS 
reas o nable o infer that h earliest occupations of Ma c key 
occ urred some ime during he Early Archai c period . 
Middle Archaic 
The Middle Archaic comp o nent consists primarily o f 
parallel and expanding stem points . These include groups 
PG2 , XGl , XG2 , XG4 and XGS , and unique types X22 , X25 , X27 , 
X29 and X40 . 
Group PG2 contains a Calf Creek point and types P08 , 
PlO and Pll which have bases similar to Calf Creek . Groups 
XG2 and XG S and types X27 and X40 are similar to points 
frequen ly found in association with Calf Cree k points in 
Oklahoma (Wyckoff and Shockey 1993 , 19 94) . X27 is a 
distinctive Cos satot River point and gr o up XG2 and X40 are 
frequently typed as Cossato River points as wel l (Wy c ko ff 
and Shockey 1993 , 1 
at 57 0 +/- 1 0 B . P . 
4 ) . The Calf Creek horizon was dated 
(Wy cko f e . al . 1993) a the Arr o wh ead 
Ditch site in Mu skogee Coun y . 
Group XG4 and ype X22 re larger xpanding s em 
bifaces . Type Xl 3 in grou XG 4 consis s o poin s wh ich are 
very similar to h e Calf Creek g r oup bu ar signific n ly 
Types XOl , X02 , X03 and X31 are simil r o poin s larger . 
of th Trini y aspec a he Beaver si e (Wy c kof 1984) 
whi ch is believed o be ano her Middle A chaic ssemblage . 
Type X25 are similar o Johnson points , wh ich r ssocia 
100 
wi h i l Archaic ss mbl es ·n is r ycko 1 8 4) . 
A numb r of parallel nd expan in s m r i c s in his 
coll c ion are simil r to hos d scrib d ·o Tom ' s 
Brook compl x (Wycko 1984) 
The arlies ass mblage at h cot si is om h 
Midd le Archaic period (Galm 1981) Th Mi l A chaic 
compone nt at Scott is characterized as pr -c r mi wi h 
con rac ing stem and straight (p rallel) s m points 
domina ing the lithics . This descrip ion is very simil r o 
wha is found a level six at Mackey . In level six her 
ar almost the same number of con racting s m poin s s 
par llel stem points . The rela ionship of r u nci s o 
en r l oint cate ories in level six k y is ne ly 
id n cal o levels 13 - 15 a Scot , wh'ch is 0 0 ive 
b low he surfac . 
T Middl Arch i has ·n G lm ' s (1 1) o l s ns 
on riod o i me , 4 5 0 0 y rs . The SS m l s v ry 
he ck y si e show ha his h s c n b rok n ow in o 
l s WO SU - h S S . Th rli s s is 
ch ac erized y h c l Creek hor i zo m r i ls 
a se ce o con rac i s em oi s . Th 1 r SU - is 
e i e y he in ro c ion o con c in -s 01 
which v n ually com s on 0 mos im or n 
r i ions o he ar 
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La Arch a 
La A ch ic , Wis r h s , i ac s omin n ly 
con racting s em oin s . As s at d rli con 
s em oin s ar pr s n hroughou the posi s , h w 
tha occur b low l vel six re probably in usiv O h r 
point types in the La e A chaic compon n ar X28 , whi ch 
resembles he Martindale yp , P13 , which are simila 0 h 
Marshall ype , and parall l stem poin ypes o roup PG4 . 
Type Xl9 , which is made from John ' s V lley l'n 
closely resembles he Motl y point , whi h is common in 
Pover y Poin Late Archai assemblages . From 75% to 80 % o 
he Mo ley points a Pover y Poin are ma rom XO ic 
flin s im or d from sou h as ern Oklahoma , T nness n 
Ohio (Webb 1977) The single specimen · n s collec io 
may be res en ive s mple o he n p 0 UC m rom 
h high- r ma ri ls w ic w r expor d sou h . 
Wis r has SS m l n w lm 1 1) 
r r -c mic omin y con r c i s em oin s 
n v ri y o chi e s on im lem s . Tl j s co es on s 
0 h ass m la l v l iv a ack y . Th s 
ncr as in con r s m oin s v ri y 0 
s ecialize bifac s , es ci lly re orms , occu s 
1 vel iv is v ry simi h SS m 1 co 
occurs roxim ly OU e el ow h Th's 
h s is lso associ d wi h ch n ow ov w 1 mi nc 
102 
r ere n ce for local quar zi M c k y . Th i s 0 h 
l larg si l -bi ed axes or ho ars urin 
0 his phase a Ma ck y jus s 0 s co 
Southern Woodland : Fo urche Maline Phase 
Although contracting stem p oi nts domina e , 
parallel and expanding stem poin s are pres n 
Archaic deposits and continue hr oug h Woodland 
periods . These include groups XG6 , XG7 and PG4 . 
h m 
s v l 
in la e 
n l r 
Grou 
con ai ns ypes XOB and X09 , whi c h are he l rg s - o 
XG 
he 
e xp nding stem points hat occur in he upper l v ls . Th es 
yp s , XO B and X09 , have rounded angs . Poin s in 
r smaller h an XG and have flared , pointed an 
PG4 poin s are similar o Calf Cree k ypes 
n r lly s ma lle s ems and lack he on barbs . 
Galm ' s (1 81) mo el associ s h fourch 
wi h h in ro c ion o po ery . This occurs 
ack y (Ta 14) Al h ou som o sh r s 
low l v l f o r M ckey , mos 0 h se r 
in rusiv 
s ecializ 
Dur·ng his phase , 
bi ces incr as s a 
h ine seal el - lik cu ing 
l V l OU , h 
i w h h i 0 
ool . Th 
li 
l 
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T l 14 : uar s ha con ry 
s uar s con aining r co in·n 
Level burials 0 b dals Total 
1 43 81 124 
2 17 42 59 
3 8 17 25 
4 3 7 10 
5 2 2 4 
6 0 1 1 
7 0 1 1 
8 0 0 0 
9 0 0 0 
10 0 1 1 
To s 73 152 225 
The decli n e in f r equ cy of for mal tools at level four 
a n d he subseq u e n t leveling out of ool fre q uency i 
overlaying deposits m y r lee a change in echnolo y 
during he fourche Maline phase i n volving he adoption o 
expedi n t chnology . l?a ry and Kelly (1 87) describe 
shif in echnology rom s ndardized core o expedien ore 
occurring n h e s r WOO 1 nds from 500 - 00 A. O. n 
in h pl ins n Ca 0 som ime A. O. 00 . 
Th s nc 0 x ools , 0 i ied 1 k 
ools , i h k y coll c ion is 0 u 0 
col lee io roe SS . I l ke ools h n col c 
h n w mi h see n s n r ins 0 
ecr s n ic in Sl il r shi in c no lo y ck y . 
H biuku Peria 
l?oin s whi c re o y o n ·n osi s os -
10 
xos nd X2 l. xos in oduc ion of po ery ar 
small arrow poin s in th s mpl Th y r s m l 
on y 
h 
cal l o rn ype which is frequen ly ssoci w i h Wo o l nd 
and later occupa ions . 
Aside f om these examples , he ass mblag o i ac s 
cannot be distinguished from those beginning durin he 
Fourche Maline phase . Phases of the Habiuku Period ar 
identified on he basis of ceramic types and small point 
ypes (Galm 1978b) . Because these d' 
essentially unavailable for this study , no fur 
of his period is postulated here . 
Beginning a approxima ely 1 vel five , h 
Mackey are very similar to hose at Seo 
ny problems wi h he Mackey collection n 
nos ics are 
r breakdown 
r ifacts a 
c a use of h 
provenience 
i nf o rmat·on , i is assume h h ul ural c onology of 
hese upper levels is lik h def in 0 0 
u h r re in m c n be a c hi v wi h his lysis . 
umm ry an o n c lu s i o n s 
The an l ysi s 0 co l c io lS . c 
si ni i c an ly y h col l c io OC S S . Com 0 0 r 
s imilar mid ns i h e r 0 y 0 s 0 
r i ac se ms 0 err r s n e Di r s a s 0 
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r sen bu only in small num s n 
The collec ion bias · s in V O 0 
points . In ddi ion , l rg 
tool manufacture are 
there is n o debitag 
large and medium siz 
provenience units redu c the accuracy o the def ini ions o 
stratigraphic componen s . 
The deposits are mixed but not to a great ex en For 
example , less than 5% of the contracting stem points can be 
considered truly intrusive in the lower levels . Th r are 
many other consistencies in vertical distribu ions 0 
artifact types , including pottery (see Table 14) . In spi e 
of he obvious biases inherent in the collec ion , he 
massive size of the midden and the wealth of ar i acts 
provide a sufficien ly large sample so that the margin of 
error ·s minimal . 
The study of h M c key si e incr ases our knowled e of 
he Fo rche M li 
lower v ls of 
r. 
osi 
Di nos ic ar i cts rom he 
in ica e occup io s o he are 
ur·n h Ea ly n i l Arch ic rio s . Un · i is 
s u y ' he earli s k o wn s ra i i 
valley are a he co si e . The 
addi ·onal deeper de osi s provide 
pa allel stem and ex an n 





The riverine environmen s o as · 
in biological an geological reso re s , 
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com on n s in his 
e 0 our 0 
i ic n v r · y 0 
nos ic oi s 
Okl horn r r · c 
n w r Y. loi 
in ensively as early as h Mi l A c hai c r· o M ck y 
was a h avily favore cam si uring h E rJy n 
Ar c hai c periods . Low fr qu nci s of r i ac s in h low r 
midden deposi s a tes o shor rm periodic occupa ions . 
The earliest components are dornina ed by larg 
points and medium sized side no ched poin s . 
ar 11 l s rn 
Ev n 
expanding stern points are only slightly expanding . 
arly 
Th es 
artifacts are very similar t o he styles oun in E rly 
Archaic components of the southeas ern Woodlan s . 
he Middle Ar c hai c iod c n It is proposed that 
subdivided into phases . Early Middle Ar c h ic ma ri ls 
resemble hose associated wi h he Calf 
(Wy c koff 1 4 ) . These ma eri ls occur in 
ek horizon 
he lowes 
e p osits and generall y overlap with the earli r i ac s . 
However , h Mi dle Arch ic rn rials ex en u her in o 
h u per posi s han he Early Archaic ma i ls . 
L con rac ing stern oin s , wh ich no rn ly dornin e 
si s in · h fourche Malin v Lley , r in ce ur·n 
h upp r 1 v ls o h Mi 1 Arch ic rio Th y 
A ·hou 
ously n 
ornina e h 
rounded bas 
could no 
roun e b s 
pre ere n ce 
periods . 
sarn l bou l v l iv 
n poin e as orrns occu sirn l · 
e se ra e y v n rly r c 0 
orrns is irn lica This l v s w y 0 h 
or oin ed as s urin 1 r r is oric 
07 
Roughly around h mi l 0 h os i s , b w n 
levels ive and six , a dr s ·c c han occurs in h us 0 
the si e . This change marks h b inni 0 l Ar ch ic 
occupations . A simul aneous increas in he o al numb r o 
artifacts , the preference for con rac ing s em orms and he 
pref er red use of local qua rt z i e mark he beginning o an 
overall change in technology and site occupation ha 
continued un il late in prehistory . 
occurs , pot ery is introduced . 
This change may correspond to 
After this ch ng 
a more 
settlement pattern and population increase . I 
sed n ary 
h s been 
postula ed that a sedentary lifes yle long with abund n 
availability of high quali y lithic resources will resul in 
an expedien li hie 
highly xp ien 
inf equ n in his 
th con rac in s 
mak us I h 
coll c ion . I is 
or ms cam mor 
mak an ha an 
Ano 
was a s an ar iz 
sys em o hu i 
in er re a ion ha 
echnology (Andre sky 1 94) . Al hough 
ools such as lak ools ar 00 
col lee ion 0 evalua e , i is pro osed 
em ools re mor ex n easi r 0 
mos 0 h 0 h r orms in is 
lso la sib e h h 0 n s 
0 l r eca se ey re ven sim l r 0 
ro n b se orm . 
ion is ha h con c i s · m oi 
mo ul com on in main i 
c nolo y . T is ex l n ion su 
l 
h 
h ckey si w s s C m I 0 
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which oraging expedi o ns wer launch 
propositions would , a leas par ially , 
explosion of interest in con racting s ms 





Woodland and la er periods of permanen 
occupations in this region . 
and s mi- rmanen 
Some smaller types of parallel and expan ing stem 
points persist throug h late prehistoric peri ods . These 
and points are generally similar to those found a Seo 
other sites in the area . Large specialized ools such as 
axes and hoes begin at level five . Other specialized 
bifaces are found in lower deposits . 
between levels four and five . 
Pottery is in roduced 
Abundant availability of lithic raw material wa s one of 
he factors responsible for the popularity of his area . 
Ho wever , hroughout the eposi s here is a p rsisten 
presence o li hie ma erials ori ina ing in h re in and 
around he Oz rk Moun ains in spi e 0 h ready 
availabili y 0 high quali y ma erials in h immedi e 
area . The se 0 Ozark ma erials 0 s o · s m 0 
correspond wi h 0 her variables such s ool 0 m 0 siz 
The cons is n us 0 Oz rk r w ma 1 s·mil r 
ar ifac or ms in ica n con c s ' i · h h OU 
rade or mobil. y , wi h r as 0 h no h , h 
evelopmen of h Spiro Moun com l x m y v n 
cumula ive resul of hese con c s . 
10 
The Mack y si ovid s 00 x m l o~ h 
charac er 0 h 
h 




s age . 
mo r in nsiv , s n 
n co nsid io 0 
representing Early and Midd le Archai c occ 




osi · s 
ability to separa e thos occupa ions o m l r A c a·c and 
Woodland period lev ls a his si i is 
he remaining ma erials from he Mackey si 
a composite si e report completed . I is 
a report wo uld add an imp o r ant com one 
of he prehis o ry of eas ern Oklahoma . 
0 
o mm n h 
s d' n 
li v h such 
0 O U kn o wl 
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TOO LG RP 
TOOLTYP 
Re c o rd Layout 
Description 
Base catalog number , ea c h pro v e ni e n ce 
unit(row*alley*l e vel) ha s a un i qu e numbe r. 
Catalog number subscript , each a r t ifact 
has a unique number. 
Row , south to north site coordina te , 5 
foot units . 
Alley , west t o e as t sit e coo rdina e , 5 
foot units . 
Level , vertical coordinate , 1 f oot uni ts . 
Burial flag , 
N 






= n o burial in thi s sq uare 
values : 
n o c eramics in th is squa r e 
c erami c s i n thi s squa r e 
t hi s square o v e r lays a unit 
c onta i n i n g ceramics 
t hi s square i s under a un it 
cont ai ning ceramics 












group , va lues : 
t ype A c h e rt 
t yp e B c he r t 
c l ea r o r wh ite quartz 
g r a y Boo ne c h e r t 
brown layered He mati e 
sands t o n e and sla e 




whi e Boone cher 
Material y p e , each ype cons is s of 
materia l s t h a are nearly identical 
app ea r a n ce , values are 01 - 2 
Tool group , values are : 
A axe or ho 
B miscellaneous bif ces 
c contrac ing stem po in 
F lake/unifac 
p parall l s em po in 
T blade or ip ragmen 
x expanding s em p o in 




LISTING OF ARTIFACT DATABASE FOR MACKEY SITE 
CATALOG BUR I AL CERAMI CS TOOL MAX 
NUMBER ROW ALLEY LEVEL FLAG FLAG MATERIAL TYPE LEVEL 
OS21 . 01 03 0 2 N N WOl c 02 
OS22 . 0l 01 0 4 02 N N Q26 X2 6 02 
OS22.02 01 04 02 N N W0 2 C22 02 
OS23 . 01 OS 01 N N WOl Cl8 02 
OS24.0l 01 OS 02 N N WOl X04 02 
OS24 . 02 01 OS 02 N N 02 
OS2S . Ol 01 06 01 N N Q26 c 07 
OS2S . 02 01 06 01 N N Q26 C22 07 
OS2S . 03 01 06 0 1 N N Ql7 c 07 
OS2S . 04 01 06 01 N N Q07 X21 07 
OS26 . 0l 01 06 02 N N GlO P0 7 0 7 
OS26 . 0 2 01 06 0 2 N N B82 XOl 07 
OS26 . 03 01 06 02 N N Q07 C09 07 
OS26 . 04 01 06 02 N N Qll Bl S 07 
OS27 . 01 01 06 OS N N sos Xl6 07 
OS27 . 02 01 06 OS N N Ql7 c 07 
OS28 . 0l 01 06 0 7 N N W02 XlO 07 
OS28 . 02 01 06 07 N N Q07 POl 07 
OS29.0l 01 07 01 N c Q07 c OS 
OS29.0 2 01 07 01 N c A2S Bll OS 
OS29. 03 01 07 0 1 N c Qll C0 2 OS 
OS3 0. 0l 0 1 07 02 N u Gl2 T OS 
OS30 . 02 0 1 07 02 N u Gl2 c OS 
OS3 1. 0l 0 1 07 03 u Q07 X4 0 OS 
OS 31 . 02 01 07 03 N u W02 C26 OS 
OS3 1 . 03 0 1 07 03 N u Q07 c OS 
OS3 1 . 0 4 01 07 03 N u G92 X32 OS 
OS31 . 0S 0 1 07 0 N u W02 C2 6 OS 
OS32 . 0l 01 07 0 4 N u A28 POS OS 
OS32 . 02 01 07 0 4 N u Q07 c OS 
OS33 . 0 l 0 1 07 OS N u B82 C0 3 OS 
OS33 . 02 01 07 OS N u B82 Bl S OS 
OS33 . 03 01 07 OS N u Q07 Cl 4 OS 
OS3 4. 0l 01 08 01 N c Q07 C06 0 4 
OS3S . Ol 01 08 02 N u Gl 2 XO 0 4 
OS36 . 0l 01 08 04 N u B22 0 4 
OS36 . 02 01 08 04 N u Gl O Sl 0 4 
OS54 . 0l 01 12 0 u Q07 C07 05 
05S 4. 02 01 12 0 N u Q07 08 OS 
05SS . Ol 01 12 0 4 N u Ql7 Pl4 OS 
0555 . 02 01 12 0 4 N u Q0 7 XO 05 
0555 . 03 01 12 04 N u Q07 P06 05 
055 6. 0 1 01 12 05 N u 05 
055 6. 02 01 12 05 N u Nl5 X29 05 
0556 . 03 01 12 05 N u Nl5 02 05 
OSS7 . 0l 0 1 13 01 N c 08 
0557 . 02 01 1 01 N c Q07 15 0 
0558 . 01 13 02 N c Q07 c 08 
0559 . 01 1 0 N u Q07 14 08 
OS60 . 0l 0 1 13 04 N u Qll 08 08 
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0560 . 02 01 13 04 N u Q23 Cl6 08 
0560.03 01 1 3 04 N u Ql 7 81 5 08 
0560 . 04 01 13 04 N u Al6 c 08 
0561 . 01 13 05 N u Q07 Cl 8 08 
0562.01 01 13 06 N u SOB COl 08 
0562 . 02 01 13 06 N u 882 Pll 08 
0564 . 01 01 13 08 N u WOl X07 08 
0564 . 02 01 13 08 N u G09 X04 08 
0571 . 01 15 0 1 N c WOl C23 08 
0572 . 01 01 15 02 N 0 Q07 XOB 08 
0572 . 02 01 15 02 N 0 Q26 XlO 08 
0574 . 01 15 04 N u Q07 Cl 2 08 
0575 . 01 1 5 05 N u Q26 P0 2 08 
0576 . 01 1 5 06 N u 08 
0577 . 0 1 15 07 N u Ql7 c 08 
0578 . 01 15 08 N u NlS Pl6 08 
0580 . 0 1 01 16 02 N u WOl Cll 09 
0580 . 02 01 16 02 N u Q07 X0 3 09 
0 581 . 0 1 01 16 04 N u Q07 Cl4 09 
0581 . 02 01 16 04 N u 822 F 09 
058 2 . 01 16 05 N u Ql7 cos 09 
0 584 . 0 1 16 09 N u Wl9 X04 09 
0599 . 0 1 01 19 03 N u NlS CSl 07 
0599 . 02 0 1 19 03 N u Q26 Cl2 07 
0 600 . 0 1 01 19 05 N u W02 X07 07 
0 6 0 1 . 01 0 1 19 06 N u Q07 Xll 07 
0 602 . 0 1 0 1 19 0 7 N u Wl9 X40 07 
0602 . 02 0 1 19 07 N () Q06 X2 6 07 
0 603 . 01 01 20 0 2 N N WOl cos 08 
0 60 4. 0 1 20 03 N N G09 PO S 08 
0607 . 01 0 1 20 05 N N Nl S 08 
0607 . 02 01 2 0 05 N N Cl4 08 
0607 . 0 0 1 20 05 N N 14 08 
0608 . 01 01 20 07 N N Q07 07 08 
0608 . 02 0 1 20 07 N N Q07 Xl4 08 
0 08 . 03 01 20 07 N N Q07 806 08 
060 01 20 08 N N 07 8 15 08 
0617 . 0 1 01 22 01 N c 882 xos 06 
0617 . 02 01 22 01 N c G92 0 
061 . 01 01 22 0 N u Q26 X06 06 
0619 . 02 0 1 22 03 N u 882 Xl 4 06 
0620 . 01 01 22 0 4 N u 07 T 06 
0 620 . 02 0 1 22 0 4 N u Q26 T 06 
06 20 . 03 0 1 22 0 4 N u Al6 P07 0 6 
0 620 . 0 4 01 22 0 4 N u 882 P06 0 
062 1. 01 0 1 22 0 N u 821 C26 0 
0622 . 0 1 0 1 23 02 N N NlS X06 08 
0 622 . 02 0 1 23 02 N N Gl2 c 08 
0622 . 03 0 1 23 02 N N 26 C23 08 
0622 . 0 4 01 23 02 N N WOl C23 08 
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0622.0S 01 23 02 N N G12 81S OS 
0623 . 01 01 23 03 N N Q26 X14 OS 
0624 . 01 01 23 04 N N Q26 ClO OS 
0624 . 02 01 23 04 N N Q07 ClO OS 
0624 . 03 01 23 04 N N Q07 801 OS 
0624 . 04 01 23 04 N N Gl2 806 OS 
0624 . 0S 01 23 04 N N Qll 802 OS 
0624 . 06 01 23 04 N N 821 cos OS 
062S.Ol 01 23 07 N N 8S2 Pl4 OS 
062S . 02 01 23 07 N N Q23 P06 OS 
062S.03 01 23 07 N N A2S Xl6 OS 
0626.01 01 23 OS N N Cl4 OS 
0627.01 01 24 02 N c Q07 c OS 
0627 . 02 01 24 02 N c Qll XlO OS 
0627 . 03 01 24 02 N c Al6 C26 05 
0627 . 04 01 24 02 N c Ml3 A04 05 
0627 . 0S 01 24 02 N c Ml3 A03 OS 
062S.Ol 01 24 03 N u Qll XOS OS 
062S . 02 01 24 03 N u sos c OS 
062S . 03 01 24 03 N u Q23 c OS 
062S . 04 01 24 03 N u Q0 7 801 05 
062S.OS 01 2 4 03 N u Qll Cl9 OS 
0629 . 01 01 24 04 N u Gl 2 C07 OS 
0630 . 01 01 24 05 N u Q07 c OS 
0631 . 01 02 02 01 N c Gl2 817 02 
0632 . 01 02 02 02 N u Q07 X02 02 
0633 . 01 02 03 01 N c GlO x 01 
0634 . 01 02 0 4 01 N N Q07 c 01 
0634 . 02 02 0 4 01 N N Cl4 01 
063S.Ol 02 05 01 N N Q26 815 02 
063S . 02 02 05 01 N N W02 c 02 
0636 . 02 02 05 02 N N Q0 7 XOl 02 
0637 . 01 02 06 01 N N Q0 7 c OS 
0637 . 02 02 06 01 N N GlO C0 4 OS 
063S . Ol 02 06 02 N N WOl T OS 
063S . 02 02 06 02 N N Gl2 C41 05 
0639 . 01 02 06 04 N N WOl Bll 05 
06 40 . 01 02 06 OS N N Q07 PlS 05 
0664 . 01 02 11 02 N N Q06 21 OS 
0665 . 01 02 11 03 N N Q07 F OS 
0666 . 01 02 11 04 N N AJO C26 OS 
0666 . 02 02 11 04 N N GlO X09 OS 
0667 . 01 02 11 OS N N Hl S c OS 
0669 . 0 1 02 11 08 N N Ql7 POl OS 
0669 . 02 02 11 08 N N WOl X0 7 08 
0670 . 01 02 12 03 N N Q07 X09 07 
0670 . 02 02 12 03 N N Q07 cos 07 
0670 . 03 02 12 03 N B2 2 812 07 
0672 . 01 02 12 OS N B2 2 B13 07 
0672 . 02 02 12 OS N NlS CSl 07 
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0709.01 02 21 05 N N Q07 C02 06 
0709 . 02 02 21 05 N N Q07 Cl7 06 
0710 . 01 02 21 06 N N B22 COl 06 
0711.01 02 22 01 N c Q07 T 08 
0711 . 02 02 22 01 N c Q07 X32 08 
0711 . 03 02 22 01 N c Q07 COl 08 
0712 . 01 02 22 03 N u Q07 Bl O 08 
0712.02 02 22 03 N u Q07 C41 08 
0712 . 03 02 22 03 N u Q07 T 08 
0712 . 04 02 22 03 N u G03 X07 08 
0712 .05 02 22 03 N u Q07 X06 08 
0712 . 06 02 22 03 N u Gl2 C24 08 
0713 . 01 02 22 05 N u B22 C41 08 
0713 . 02 02 22 05 N u Gl2 C21 08 
0713 . 03 02 22 05 N u Q07 B08 08 
0718 . 0 1 02 23 04 N u Q07 X31 08 
0718.02 02 23 04 N u Al6 c 08 
0718 . 03 02 23 04 N u Q07 C41 08 
0719 . 01 02 23 05 N u Q07 c 08 
0719.02 02 23 05 N u A30 Bl5 08 
0720.01 02 23 06 N u 821 C06 08 
0720. 02 02 23 06 N u Q07 C06 08 
0722 . 01 02 24 01 N c Q07 ClO 05 
0722 . 02 02 24 01 N c Q07 c 05 
0723 . 01 02 24 02 N u R29 A04 05 
072 4. 01 02 24 03 N u Q23 Pl5 05 
0724 . 02 02 24 03 N u W02 C22 05 
072 4 . 03 02 24 0 N u Q07 X08 05 
0725 . 01 02 24 0 4 N u G03 Xl8 05 
0725 . 02 02 24 0 4 N u Q07 T 05 
0725 . 03 02 24 0 4 N u A30 F 05 
0725 . 0 4 02 24 0 4 N u W0 2 T 05 
0726 . 01 02 2 4 05 N u G09 05 
0726 . 02 02 24 05 N u Q26 05 
07 2 . 01 03 10 01 N c Ql 7 X0 5 0 
07 . 01 0 10 02 N 0 Al6 c 06 
07 5 . 01 0 1 0 0 N u Ql7 POl 06 
07 5 . 02 03 10 06 u WOl Xl5 06 
07 41. 01 03 12 02 N N Nl 5 Pl4 08 
07 43 . 01 03 12 0 N N W0 2 X0 2 08 
0776 . 0 1 0 20 02 N 0 17 BO 0 
077 . 01 03 20 05 N u W0 2 0 
0780 . 01 03 20 0 N u Q26 B04 0 
0784.01 04 09 0 1 N N B21 P06 08 
0784 . 02 04 09 01 N N A25 C41 08 
0784 . 03 04 09 01 N GO X28 08 
0786 . 01 04 09 0 N 07 XO 08 
0787 . 01 04 09 08 N N G03 X04 08 
07 0 . 01 04 11 03 N N Al T 0 
07 0 . 02 04 11 0 N B21 T 03 
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0790 . 03 04 11 03 N N Ql 7 C06 03 
0790 . 04 04 11 03 N N Al6 cos 03 
0790 . 0S 0 4 11 03 N N Q07 c 03 
0791 . 01 04 12 02 N N Qll C21 02 
0791 . 02 04 12 02 N N BS2 X06 02 
079S . Ol 04 14 01 N N Nl S p OS 
OS13 . 0l 04 21 0 4 N N BS2 c OS 
OS1 4. 0 l 04 21 07 N N Gl2 Pl7 OS 
OS21 . 0 l OS 10 02 N N Q07 Cl9 OS 
OS24 . 0l OS 10 06 N N Gl2 c OS 
OS2S . Ol OS 10 OS N N Q07 F OS 
OS27.0l OS 11 03 N u BS2 Bll 06 
OS29 . 0l OS 11 OS N u Q07 C06 06 
OS30 . 0l OS 11 06 N u W02 XOl 06 
OS3S . Ol OS 14 01 N N Gl2 C22 07 
OS40 . 0l OS 14 06 N N BS2 816 07 
OS41.0l OS lS 01 N 0 Q07 c OS 
OS41.02 OS lS 01 N 0 Q07 c OS 
OS43 . 0l OS lS 03 N u A30 c OS 
OS44.0l OS lS OS N u Al6 X03 OS 
OS44 . 02 OS lS OS N u GlO X03 OS 
OS67 . 0l OS 20 02 N u Q07 Xl4 06 
OS67 . 02 OS 20 02 N u Q0 7 C26 06 
OS6S . Ol OS 20 03 N u WOl C23 06 
OS72 .0l OS 2 1 06 N u W0 2 C04 07 
OS72.02 OS 21 06 N u W0 2 817 07 
OS73.0l OS 21 07 N u Ql7 X09 07 
OS73 . 02 OS 21 07 N u Ql 7 PlO 07 
OS7 4 . 0l OS 22 03 N 0 Q0 7 PlS 04 
OS77 . 01 06 10 03 N N Q0 7 Xl7 09 
OS77 . 02 06 10 03 N N BS2 c 09 
OS7S . Ol 06 10 07 N N Gl2 Cl9 09 
OS7S . 02 06 10 07 N N A2 0 POS 09 
OS79 . 0 l 06 10 09 N N Nl S POl 09 
OSS0 . 01 06 11 02 N N G92 B07 07 
OSSl . 0 1 06 11 0 4 N N Q07 X26 07 
OSS3 . 0 l 0 11 07 N N Ql7 T 07 
OSS3 . 02 06 11 07 N N Ql7 Pl 07 
OSS3 . 03 06 11 07 N N Cl4 07 
OSS 4. 0l 06 ] 2 OS N N B 2 POS 07 
OSSS . 0 1 06 12 06 N N W0 2 Xl4 07 
OSSS.02 06 12 06 N N Ql7 Xll 07 
OSS7 . 01 06 13 02 N Q07 cos OS 
OSS7.02 06 1 02 N N Ql 7 COl OS 
OSS7.03 06 13 02 N N GlO x OS 
OSSS . 01 06 1 03 N Q07 T OS 
OSS9 . 01 06 1 07 N N WOl XOl OS 
OS97 . 0l 06 1 0 4 N N Ql7 C07 10 
OS9S.Ol 06 1 09 N Q07 P02 10 
OS99 .0l 0 1 10 N 2 Xll 10 
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OS99 . 02 06 16 10 N N Al6 C09 10 
OS99 . 03 06 16 10 N N Wl9 T 10 
0904 . 01 06 lS 02 N N Ql7 C03 OS 
0904.02 06 lS 02 N N W0 2 cos OS 
0905.01 06 lS 03 N N A2S B07 OS 
0906 . 01 06 lS 04 N N Q07 Cl4 OS 
0907.01 06 lS 05 N N Cl4 OS 
091S.Ol 06 21 02 N N Q07 BOl OS 
0920.01 06 21 OS N N Q26 Xll OS 
0921.01 06 22 01 N 0 Ql7 C02 10 
0921.02 06 22 01 N 0 B21 C26 10 
0921.03 06 22 01 N 0 Q26 COl 10 
0922.01 06 22 02 N c Q07 Cl3 10 
0925. 01 06 22 05 N u HlS BlO 10 
0925.02 06 22 05 N u Q07 c 10 
0926 . 01 06 22 06 N u Q07 cos 10 
0926.02 06 22 06 N u Al6 C07 10 
0926.03 06 22 06 N u Q07 P07 10 
0926 . 04 06 22 06 N u A2S F 10 
0926 . 05 06 22 06 N u A2S F 10 
0927.01 06 22 07 N u Q07 C06 10 
092S . Ol 06 22 09 N u Q07 POl 10 
0929 . 01 06 22 10 N u WOl xos 10 
0932 . 01 06 23 03 N u Ql7 c 12 
0934 . 01 06 23 05 N u Al6 c 12 
0934 . 02 06 23 05 N u Q07 B06 12 
0935 . 01 06 23 06 N u Al6 C06 12 
0 935. 02 06 23 06 N u 07 C02 12 
0946 . 01 07 10 01 N N Q07 802 10 
0946.02 07 10 01 N N Q26 C41 10 
09 46. 0 07 10 01 N N WOl C04 10 
09 46. 04 07 10 01 N N 07 812 10 
0 4S . Ol 07 10 04 N N WOl Bl6 10 
0 4 . 0 07 10 05 N N WOl XOl 10 
0950 . 01 07 10 07 N N BS2 XlO 10 
0952 . 01 07 10 09 N N WOl X02 10 
0952 . 02 07 10 0 N N WOl Bl 10 
095 . 01 07 10 10 N N BS2 x 10 
0960 . 01 07 12 03 N N 07 51 0 
0961 . 01 07 12 04 N N W02 41 0 
0961 . 02 07 12 04 N N 17 cos 0 
0962 . 01 07 12 OS N N 15 PO 0 
0963. 07 12 0 N N 0 
0965 . 01 07 1 02 N u 11 C02 OS 
0967 . 01 07 1 04 N u A20 F OS 
096S . Ol 07 13 05 N u 07 XO OS 
0 6S.02 07 13 05 u 07 T OS 
096S . O 07 1 05 N u Gl2 C41 OS 
0 6S.04 07 13 05 u GlO XO OS 
096S . 05 07 1 05 u GlO C51 OS 
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0969.01 07 13 07 N u Al6 X09 08 
0970.01 07 13 08 N u Wl9 X27 08 
0982.01 07 16 05 N u B21 C06 10 
0983 . 01 07 16 07 N u Q07 Pl3 10 
0984 . 01 07 17 01 N 0 Q07 X40 09 
0986.01 07 17 08 N u G09 X07 09 
0986.02 07 17 08 N u Nl5 POl 09 
0987 . 01 07 17 09 N u B82 c 09 
0987 . 02 07 17 09 N u Q0 7 POl 09 
0988 . 01 07 18 02 N c Q07 Cl4 10 
0988 . 02 07 18 02 N c Q07 T 10 
0989 . 01 07 18 03 N u Q07 Cl9 10 
0991 . 01 07 18 09 N u G09 X22 10 
0991 . 02 07 18 09 N u Q07 X24 10 
0992 . 01 07 18 10 N u B82 c 10 
0992 . 02 07 18 10 N u Q07 c 10 
0992 . 03 07 18 10 N u B21 X15 10 
0992 . 04 07 18 10 N u Q0 7 POl 10 
0993 . 01 07 19 02 N c A2 0 f 10 
0994 . 01 07 19 03 N 0 Q0 7 T 10 
0994 . 0 2 07 19 0 3 N 0 88 2 X30 10 
0995. 0 1 07 19 04 N 0 10 
0 996 . 0 1 07 1 9 10 N c Al 6 c 10 
0 998. 0 1 07 20 02 N c G92 X40 09 
10 00 . 0 1 07 20 05 N u Q07 Xll 09 
10 01 . 0 1 07 20 08 N u B21 C06 09 
1001 . 02 07 20 08 N u B82 Cl8 09 
1001 . 03 07 20 08 N u B2 1 P06 09 
1001 . 0 4 07 20 08 N u Nl5 T 09 
10 01 . 05 07 20 08 N u Q07 f 09 
10 0 2 . 01 07 20 0 9 N u A16 P09 09 
100 4. 01 07 21 03 N N Q17 P07 0 9 
1005 . 01 07 21 06 N Q07 X2 6 0 9 
1005 . 02 07 21 06 N B21 x 14 0 9 
1005 . 0 07 21 06 N G09 Cl3 0 9 
1006 . 01 07 21 08 N B82 P08 0 9 
1007 . 01 07 21 09 N B82 XOl 09 
1016 . 01 07 2 4 01 0 GO Cl 7 08 
10 18 . 01 07 2 4 0 4 u GJO c 08 
1021 . 01 07 25 02 u Q07 19 05 
1023 . 01 07 25 0 4 u B82 Pl 4 05 
1023 . 02 07 25 0 4 N u 07 Cl 05 
1023 . 03 07 25 0 4 u Q2 c 05 
102 4. 01 07 25 05 N u W02 C22 05 
1025 . 01 07 26 02 N 0 C21 02 
1025 . 02 07 26 02 N PlO 02 
10 47 . 01 08 15 06 u XO 10 
10 48 . 01 08 15 08 u 1 1 4 10 
1050 . 0 1 08 15 10 N u NlS T 10 
1050 . 02 08 15 10 N u 821 Xl 4 10 
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1074 . 01 08 20 03 N N Q06 p 10 
1076 . 01 08 20 05 N N Q07 C06 10 
1100 . 01 08 26 02 N N 24 Xl8 09 
1101 . 01 08 26 04 N N G09 C04 09 
1101. 02 08 26 04 N N G09 c 09 
1101.03 08 26 04 N N B82 815 09 
1101 . 04 08 26 04 N N A20 c 09 
1102 . 01 08 26 05 N N Al6 B04 09 
1102. 02 08 26 05 N N Q07 07 09 
1102.03 08 26 05 N N G03 C41 09 
110 2 . 04 08 26 05 N N Al6 1?11 09 
1103 . 01 08 26 08 N N Qll 815 09 
1104 . 01 08 26 09 N N G03 Xl4 09 
1104 . 02 08 26 09 N N G09 POS 09 
1127 . 01 08 31 01 N c Q07 Bl2 06 
1127 . 02 08 31 01 N c Q07 p 06 
1129 . 01 08 31 06 N u G03 X23 06 
1137 . 01 08 33 01 N c Qll C21 06 
1138 . 01 08 33 02 N u W02 BlS 06 
1139 . 01 08 33 06 N u Q07 c 06 
1141.01 08 34 02 N c W02 X04 07 
1141.02 08 34 02 N c NlS cos 07 
1141.03 08 34 02 N c Gl2 C20 07 
1141.04 08 34 02 N c Gl2 2 07 
1142 . 01 08 3 4 04 N c Q07 c 07 
1143 . 01 08 34 0 N u Q26 05 07 
1145.01 08 35 01 N c Q07 Cl9 06 
1145 . 02 08 35 01 N c Q07 22 06 
1145 . 0 08 35 01 N c Q07 COB 06 
114 . 01 08 35 02 N B82 X06 06 
1147.01 08 35 0 N NlS C26 06 
1147 . 02 08 35 0 N c A25 22 06 
114 . 01 08 35 04 N u WOl Xl7 06 
114 .01 08 5 05 N u 11 06 
114 . 02 08 35 05 u W0 2 21 0 
114 . o 08 5 05 u 17 18 0 
114 . 04 08 35 05 N u 2 Xl7 0 
114 . 05 08 35 05 N u B 2 PO 0 
114 . 0 08 5 05 N u 882 04 0 
14 . 07 08 5 05 N u B82 T 0 
1150 . 01 08 35 0 N u GO XO 0 
1151 . 01 0 10 01 N 07 c 03 
1152 . 01 0 10 0 N u W02 04 03 
115 . 01 0 12 0 N c Q07 Cl 05 
115 . 02 0 12 0 2 x 14 05 
115 . 0 0 12 03 N c c 05 
115 . 04 0 12 0 c X17 05 
1157 . 01 0 12 04 N u POS 05 
1157.02 0 12 04 N u co 05 
11 0 . 01 0 1 0 N u x 14 0 
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1163 . 01 09 14 01 N N 26 c 02 
1163.02 09 14 01 N N Gl2 C23 02 
1163 . 03 09 14 01 N N GlO Bl3 02 
1163 . 04 09 14 01 N N A25 Bl4 02 
1164.01 09 14 02 N N Q07 B08 02 
1165.01 09 15 01 N 0 Ql7 X03 09 
1165 . 02 09 15 01 N 0 Nl5 X31 09 
1167 . 01 09 15 04 N u G09 XlB 09 
1167 . 02 09 15 04 N u Q07 c 09 
116B . Ol 09 15 09 N u BB2 X31 09 
1169 . 01 09 16 01 N N Al6 Bl6 09 
1169 . 02 09 16 01 N N Q07 Xl6 09 
1170 . 01 09 16 05 N N BB 2 c 09 
1171.01 09 16 09 N N Wl 9 X21 09 
1172 . 01 09 lB 01 N N B21 Bl3 09 
1172 . 02 09 lB 01 N N BB2 Bl7 09 
1172 . 03 09 lB 01 N N Ql 7 XlO 09 
1172.04 09 lB 01 N N Al6 C2 4 09 
1172 . 05 09 lB 01 N N BB2 P07 09 
1173 . 01 09 lB 02 N N Al6 c 09 
1173 . 02 09 lB 02 N N Q07 C22 09 
1175 . 01 09 lB 05 N N 26 c 0 
1176 . 01 09 lB OB N N Q07 F 09 
llB0 . 01 09 20 02 N N Q26 C02 04 
llBl . 01 09 20 04 N N WOl C22 04 
1181 . 02 09 20 0 4 N N Gl2 Bll 04 
11B4 . 0l 09 21 05 N N Ql 7 c 09 
11B4 . 02 0 21 05 N N Al6 c 09 
11B4 . 03 0 21 05 N N Q07 04 09 
11B4 . 04 09 21 05 N N Nl 5 Pl3 09 
11B4 . 05 0 21 05 N N Q07 BOB 09 
11B5 . 0 1 0 21 07 N N Q07 Pl5 09 
11B6 . 0l 0 21 09 N 23 POl 09 
11B6 . 02 0 21 0 N 26 X02 09 
11B7 . 0l 0 22 02 N c 26 COl 09 
11B7 . 02 0 22 02 N c BB2 P07 0 
11B7 . 03 0 22 02 N c Al6 811 0 
llBB . 01 0 22 04 N u 26 51 0 
1189 . 01 09 2 01 N WOl 07 
11B9 . 02 0 2 01 N G 2 T 07 
1191. 01 0 2 03 N N Al6 XO 07 
1192 . 01 0 2 04 N N Hl8 AOl 07 
1194 . 01 0 2 4 06 N N GlO X20 06 
1194 . 02 0 2 4 06 Al P07 0 
1196.01 0 25 04 W02 22 0 
1197 . 01 0 25 OB B82 x 0 0 
119B . Ol 09 25 09 N 2 P02 09 
119B . 02 0 25 0 Gl2 X02 0 
124 5 . 01 10 11 01 N 17 COB 05 
1245.02 10 11 01 N 07 XOl 05 
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1246 . 01 10 11 02 N N GlO X25 05 
1246 . 02 10 11 02 N N GlO c 05 
1247.01 10 11 03 N N Gl2 Cl4 05 
1248 . 01 10 11 04 N N Qll X0 8 05 
1249 . 01 10 11 05 N N Q07 X2 3 05 
1250 . 01 10 12 01 N N Gl2 C23 05 
1250.02 10 12 01 N N Gl2 B04 05 
1251 . 01 10 1 2 02 N N Cl4 05 
1252 . 01 1 0 12 04 N N G09 c 05 
1252 . 02 10 12 04 N N WOl X0 8 05 
1253 . 01 10 12 05 N N B82 Cl7 05 
1253 . 02 10 12 05 N N G09 c 05 
1254.01 10 13 01 N N Q07 B0 3 0 4 
1255.01 10 13 02 N N Q26 Xl 3 0 4 
1255.02 1 0 13 02 N N G03 X21 04 
1255 . 03 10 13 02 N N Al6 P07 04 
1 255 . 04 10 13 02 N N WOl C20 0 4 
125 5 . 05 10 13 02 N N Ql7 COl 0 4 
1255 . 06 10 13 02 N N Q07 co 0 4 
1256 . 01 10 13 03 N N Ql7 Pl4 04 
1256.02 1 0 13 03 N N Q07 BlS 0 4 
1257 . 01 10 13 0 4 N N B82 PO 0 4 
1258 . 01 1 0 14 05 N N Q07 f 05 
1258 . 02 10 14 05 N N Q07 C25 05 
1258 . 03 10 14 05 N G09 X03 05 
1261 . 01 10 15 0 N u Q26 c 0 4 
1261 . 02 10 15 0 N u 11 B02 04 
12 2 . 01 10 15 04 N u G92 C02 04 
12 2 . 02 10 15 04 N u B22 04 
12 4 . 01 10 16 04 N N Q07 51 05 
12 5 . 01 10 16 05 N N Q07 X09 05 
12 . 01 10 17 0 N u 17 XO 07 
12 . 01 10 17 04 N u 26 BO S 07 
270 . 01 10 17 05 N u Hl8 BlO 07 
1270 . 02 10 17 05 N u 22 COl 07 
1270 . 0 10 7 05 N u WOl cos 07 
1271 . 01 10 17 0 N u W02 XO 07 
1272 . 01 10 17 07 N u 17 cos 07 
1274 . 01 10 1 02 N 0 A25 15 0 
1274 . 02 10 18 02 N 0 Gl2 Bl7 08 
1275 . 0 10 18 04 0 08 Bl7 08 
127 . 01 10 18 05 07 T 08 
127 . 02 10 18 05 c A20 2 08 
1277 . 01 10 1 0 u 17 PlO 08 
.1.287 . 01 10 22 0 24 c 0 
12 7 . 02 10 22 0 GlO p 0 
1287 . 0 10 22 0 B22 XO 0 
128 . 01 10 22 0 2 Xl 0 
12 0 . 0 10 22 0 07 COl 0 
12 . 01 10 2 0 G 2 P04 08 
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1293.0 2 10 23 03 N c BS 2 C22 OS 
1293 . 03 10 23 03 N c BS 2 Bl3 OS 
1294 . 01 10 23 04 N u Q07 Bll OS 
1295 . 01 10 23 OS N u Al6 X06 OS 
129S.02 10 23 OS N u BS 2 Cl7 OS 
1296. 01 10 23 07 N u Ql7 XlS OS 
1 296 . 02 10 23 07 N u Q07 c OS 
1297 . 01 10 23 OS N u OS 
1300. 01 10 26 01 N N WOl COl 09 
1300.0 2 10 26 01 N N Ml 3 BOS 09 
1301.01 10 26 OS N N Al 6 ClS 09 
13 0 1. 02 10 26 OS N N Al6 COl 09 
130 2 . 01 10 26 07 N N A20 P03 09 
1303. 01 10 26 OS N N Ql 7 Xl 3 0 
1304 . 01 10 26 09 N N W0 2 POl 09 
1307 . 01 10 2S 02 N 0 Ql7 C06 09 
1307 . 02 10 2S 02 N 0 W02 c 09 
1309 . 01 10 2S 04 N u Ql7 COl 09 
1310 . 01 10 2S 07 N u BS2 X09 09 
1310 . 02 10 2S 07 N u B22 C03 09 
1311. 01 10 2 S OS N u 82 2 XOl 09 
1313. 0 1 10 29 03 N 0 Al 6 cos 07 
131 3 . 02 10 2 03 N 0 Al6 cos 07 
1314 . 01 10 2 9 OS 0 Hl S AOl 07 
1314 . 02 10 29 OS 0 Q07 POl 07 
1314 . 03 1 0 2 OS N 0 Q26 PlS 07 
1314 . 0 4 10 29 OS N 0 Al6 cos 07 
1314 . 05 10 2 OS N 0 BS 2 C09 07 
1314 . 06 10 2 OS 0 17 BOS 07 
131S . 01 10 29 07 G92 COl 07 
1331 . 01 10 0 1 N GlO BOS 07 
1 31 . 02 10 01 N A2S X06 07 
1 31 . 03 ] 0 01 Gl2 C23 07 
1332 . 01 10 0 15 41 07 
13 32 . 02 10 33 0 A2 0 C07 07 
1332 . 03 10 0 07 Bl7 07 
1333 . 01 10 OS 17 POl 07 
13 3 . 02 ] 0 OS W02 C0 4 07 
13 3 . 0 10 OS N 17 07 07 
133S . Ol 10 01 c 07 Pl7 0 
1 3S . 02 10 01 c Gl 2 X21 0 
133S . 03 10 01 c Al 1 0 
133S . 0 4 10 01 BS2 c 0 
133S. OS 10 01 c 15 0 
13 3 . 01 10 0 u A2 0 C02 0 
133 . 02 10 0 u 07 ClO 0 
13 3 . 0 10 0 u B21 C41 0 
13 9 . 04 ] 0 03 u 07 ClS 0 
1 4 0 . 01 10 OS u A2S C0 4 0 
1340 . 02 10 OS u BS2 C41 0 
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l 40 . 03 10 35 05 N u Ql7 PlO 0 
1341.01 10 35 08 N u Q23 P02 09 
1341.02 10 35 08 N u Q07 P02 0 
1341.03 10 35 08 N u Q07 Xl3 0 
1342 . 01 10 35 09 N u A28 Bl5 09 
13 4 3 . 01 10 36 07 N N Qll B09 07 
1344 . 01 11 16 01 N c Gl2 c 07 
13 4 5 . 01 11 16 02 N c Q07 P06 07 
1345 . 02 11 16 02 N c Q26 Xl7 07 
1346 . 01 11 16 03 N u Q07 c 07 
13 4 6 . 02 11 16 03 N u Q07 Cl 3 07 
1346 . 03 11 16 03 N u W02 T 07 
13 4 6.0 4 11 16 03 N u G92 cos 07 
13 4 6 . 05 11 16 03 N u B82 T 07 
1347 . 01 11 16 05 N u Q07 Xll 07 
13 4 8 . 01 11 16 07 N u A28 B07 07 
1354 . 01 11 18 03 N u B82 Bll 04 
1 355 . 01 11 18 04 N u G92 X40 04 
1355 . 02 11 18 04 N u WOl X03 04 
1355 . 03 11 18 04 N u G09 c 0 4 
1355 . 04 11 18 0 4 N u Ql7 Pl5 04 
135S . OS 11 18 04 N u Al6 01 04 
13S6 . 0l 11 19 01 N 0 GO 04 0 
13S8 . 0l 11 19 0 4 N u Qll B08 06 
1 S9 . 0l 11 ] OS N u Q26 Cl9 06 
1 60 . 01 11 19 06 N u Q07 P02 06 
1 60 . 02 11 19 06 N u B82 E'08 06 
1 0 . 0 11 19 06 N u Q07 X26 06 
1 0 . 04 11 1 06 N u W0 2 x 06 
1. 1 . 01 11 20 01 N WOl 21 0 
1 61 . 02 11 20 01 N N A28 co 06 
1 62 . 01 11 20 02 N Q07 T 06 
13 . 01 11 20 0 N G03 P04 06 
1364 . 01 11 20 04 N W0 2 PlS 06 
1 6S . Ol 11 20 0 N 07 Pl4 06 
1 88 . 01 11 2 01 N GO 06 
1 8 . 01 11 2 04 l '.) Xl 0 
1 8 . 02 11 2 0 4 N W02 0 4 0 
13 0 . 01 11 2 OS W0 2 POS 0 
1 1 . 01 11 2 0 17 Xll 0 
1 l. 02 11 2 0 G 2 22 0 
1417 . 01 11 4 02 N X24 0 
1417 . 02 11 34 02 N c 0 
1418 . 01 11 34 04 x 0 
1418 . 02 11 04 0 0 
14 1 . 03 11 4 0 4 X04 0 
1418 . 04 11 4 0 4 N 08 0 
141 . 01 11 34 OS Gl2 C41 0 
141 . 02 11 34 05 07 B08 0 
1 4 20 . 01 11 34 0 N B8/. 0 
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1420 . 02 11 34 06 N N 07 c 0 
1424 . 01 11 36 02 N 0 Gl2 s 05 
14 2 4 . 02 11 36 02 N 0 07 BO 05 
1424 . 03 11 36 02 N 0 Q07 B09 05 
14 2 4 . 04 11 36 02 N 0 Nl5 T 05 
1426 . 01 11 36 05 N u 17 Cl4 05 
14 26 . 02 11 36 05 N u S08 x 05 
1427 . 01 11 37 03 N N 04 
14 27 .0 2 11 37 03 N N WOl C22 04 
1427 . 03 11 37 03 N N GlO c 04 
1427 . 0 4 11 37 03 N N Q07 C22 04 
1428 . 01 11 37 04 N N W02 C06 04 
1428 . 02 11 37 04 N N WOl T 04 
14 29 . 01 11 38 01 N 0 W02 c 0 4 
1431 . 01 11 38 04 N u B21 Xl6 04 
1431 . 02 11 38 04 N u G92 C22 04 
1431 . 03 11 38 04 N u 07 T 04 
1432.01 11 39 01 N c Cl 4 0 
1432 . 02 11 39 01 N c Q26 XO 0 
1432 . 03 11 39 01 N Q07 POl 0 
1432 . 04 11 39 01 N GlO C22 0 
1432 . 05 11 39 01 N c B22 c 0 
1432 . 06 11 39 01 N c 26 Cl3 0 
1432.0 7 11 39 01 N c Q07 c 03 
1433 . 01 11 39 02 N u 07 C22 03 
1434 . 01 11 39 03 N u 07 P06 03 
1434 . 02 11 39 03 N u G92 C03 03 
1435.01 1 2 18 01 N 0 07 Bll 04 
1435 . 02 12 18 01 N 0 Nl5 05 04 
14 5 . 0 12 18 01 N 0 A25 Cl7 04 
1435 . 04 12 18 0 1 N 0 0 7 Cl9 04 
14 . 01 12 18 02 N 0 07 19 04 
14 6 . 02 12 18 02 N 0 A20 Bll 04 
14 7 . 01 12 18 0 07 C41 04 
14 7 . 02 12 1 0 B21 Pll 0 4 
14 7 . 0 12 18 0 N c G 2 PO 0 4 
14 7 . 0 4 12 18 0 2 P08 0 
14 8 . 0l 12 18 04 N u GO C0 4 0 4 
14 . 01 12 l 01 07 co 04 
14 3 . 02 12 1 01 07 1 0 4 
1440 . 01 12 1 02 N Gl2 c 0 4 
1440 . 02 12 1 02 G 2 C2 4 0 4 
1441.01 12 20 03 07 07 04 
1442 . 01 12 20 04 B82 X32 04 
1443 . 01 12 21 01 c R2 A02 05 
1443 . 0/ 12 21 01 c 07 BO 05 
1443. 03 12 21 01 c Gl2 o:i 
1443 . 04 12 21 01 c 07 AOl OS 
1444 . 01 12 21 0 u 17 x 0:-i 
1444 . 02 12 21 0 u A25 Bl7 OS 
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1444 . 03 12 2 1 03 N u G92 T 05 
1444 . 04 12 21 03 N u Q07 BO 05 
1444 . 05 12 2 1 03 N u Q07 C06 05 
1445.01 12 2 1 04 N u G09 X04 0 5 
1445.02 12 2 1 04 N u G03 P04 0 5 
1446.01 12 2 1 0 5 N u Q07 p 05 
1446.02 12 2 1 05 N u Q07 1 2 05 
1454.01 12 24 03 N N Q07 Xl 7 06 
1455 . 01 12 2 4 04 N N Q07 X32 0 6 
1455 . 02 12 2 4 0 4 N N BS2 ClO 0 
1455 . 03 12 2 4 04 N N BS2 T 06 
1456 . 01 12 2 4 06 N N Gl2 c 06 
1456 . 02 12 2 4 06 N N Q07 F 0 6 
1456 . 03 12 2 4 06 N N GlO Bl 7 0 6 
1461.01 12 26 01 N N Q07 C22 0 6 
1461.02 12 26 01 N N Al6 T 06 
1462 . 01 12 26 02 N N W02 Cl 2 06 
1465 . 01 12 2 6 06 N N Q07 B06 0 6 
1466 . 01 12 27 01 N N Ql7 cos OS 
1467 . 01 1 2 27 03 N N Qll cos OS 
146 S .Ol 1 2 27 0 5 N N Q26 COl OS 
146 S . 02 1 2 27 05 N N Q26 1 4 OS 
1 46 9 . 0 1 1 2 27 OS N N Q06 X07 OS 
1470 . 01 12 28 0 1 N Q07 X25 08 
14 70 . 02 1 2 2S 01 N c WOl 4 1 OS 
1 4 7 1. 0 1 1 2 2 02 N u Ql 7 OS 
1 4 7 1. 02 1 2 2S 02 N u WOl 23 OS 
1 4 71 . 0 12 2 02 N u Gl 2 OS 
1 4 72 . 0 1 12 2S 0 N u Q2 6 AOl OS 
1 4 75 . 01 12 2S 07 N u Q07 Bl 7 OS 
1 4 2 . 01 12 0 02 N Gl 2 C2 OS 
14 2 . 02 12 30 02 N 06 POl OS 
l 4 4 . 01 12 0 OS A Xl OS 
14 4 . 02 12 0 OS GlO XO OS 
14 4 . 03 12 0 0 N G92 P05 OS 
14S . 01 12 05 u 2 cos 05 
l4S . 02 12 05 u C22 05 
14S7 . 0l 12 0 cos 05 
14 7 . 02 12 0 N c 05 
1 4 S7 . 03 2 0 14 05 
1 4 SS . Ol 12 05 05 
1 4SS . 02 12 05 N c 05 
1 4 SS . 03 12 05 p 05 
14SS . 0 4 12 05 T 05 
14SS . 05 2 05 01 05 
14SS . O 12 05 Al x l 05 
14SS . 07 12 05 Gl2 C51 05 
14SS . OS 12 05 BS7- COl 05 
l 4 SS . O 12 05 Gl2 07 05 
14SS . 10 12 05 BS2 COl 05 
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14SS . ll 12 32 05 N N Nl5 814 05 
14S9 . 0l 12 33 01 N N A30 814 05 
14S9 . 02 12 33 01 N N Gl2 C23 05 
1 4 90 . 01 12 33 02 N N R29 A05 05 
1 4 90 . 02 12 33 02 N N R29 A05 05 
1 4 90 . 03 12 33 02 N N Q26 AOl 05 
1 4 90 . 04 12 33 02 N N Q26 C25 05 
14 90 . 05 12 33 02 N N A30 c 05 
14 90 . 06 12 33 02 N N Q07 c 05 
14 90 . 07 12 33 02 N N sos T 05 
1 4 90 . 0S 12 33 02 N N G92 x 05 
1 4 91 . 01 12 33 03 N N G03 C24 05 
1 4 91 . 02 12 33 03 N N Q07 816 05 
1493 . 01 12 33 05 N N Ql7 804 05 
1 4 94 . 01 12 3 4 01 N N Q07 X09 04 
1495 . 01 12 3 4 03 N N Q07 cos 04 
1495 . 02 12 3 4 03 N N BS2 c 04 
1496 . 01 12 34 04 N N A2S P06 0 4 
1 4 97 . 01 12 35 01 N 0 17 C02 05 
1 4 97 . 02 12 35 01 N 0 Q07 c 05 
1497 . 03 12 35 01 N 0 G03 C22 05 
1497 . 04 12 35 01 N 0 Q07 Xl7 05 
149S . Ol 12 35 02 N c GlO XlS 05 
1499 . 01 12 35 03 N u Cl 4 05 
1500 . 01 12 35 05 N u G09 x 05 
1501 . 01 13 20 03 N N G 2 C02 04 
1501 . 02 13 20 0 N N A25 POS 04 
1502.01 1 20 04 N 07 Xl3 0 4 
1503 . 01 13 21 01 N . 14 0 
1504 . 01 1 21 02 N N 2 4 C09 0 
1504 . 02 1 21 02 Al6 c 0 
1504 . o· 1 21 02 17 ..... o 0 
1504.04 l 21 02 2 c 0 
1505.01 13 21 0 882 X04 0 
1505.02 13 21 0 cos 0 
1505.0 21 0 T 0 
1505 . 04 21 03 x 0 
1510 . 01 24 01 0 c 05 
1510 . 02 24 01 0 c 05 
1510.0 2 01 0 T 05 
1512 . 01 24 0 u p 05 
151 . 01 24 04 u 807 05 
1513.02 24 04 u 0 05 
1513 . 03 24 04 u x 2 05 
151 . 04 24 0 u T 05 
151 . O~ 2 04 u 813 05 
151 . 0 24 04 u XO 05 
151 . 07 24 04 u XO 05 
1513 . 0S 1 24 04 u X03 05 
1514 . 01 1 24 05 u c 05 
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CATALOG BURIAL CERAMICS TOOL MAX 
NUMBER ROW ALLEY LEVEL FLAG FLAG MATERIA L TYPE LE VEL 
1515.01 13 25 01 N c Q07 Cl3 01 
1515 . 02 13 25 01 N c Q07 c 01 
1515 . 03 13 25 01 N c Q07 01 
1515 . 0 4 13 25 01 N c Q07 c 01 
1515 . 05 13 25 01 N c Q07 c 01 
1515 . 06 13 25 01 N c Q0 7 c 01 
1517 . 01 13 26 02 N c R29 A04 05 
1518 . 01 13 26 03 N u W02 Bl5 05 
1518.02 13 26 03 N u Ql7 25 05 
1518 . 03 13 26 03 N u Q07 25 05 
1518 . 04 13 26 03 N u G92 T 05 
1518 . 05 13 26 03 N u 05 
1519 . 01 13 26 04 N u Q07 08 05 
1519 . 02 13 26 0 4 N u Q26 08 05 
15 19 . 03 1 3 26 04 N u Ql7 03 05 
1519 . 04 1 3 26 04 N u B2 2 X06 05 
1519 . 05 13 26 04 N u Al6 X40 05 
1520 . 01 13 26 05 N u Q0 7 POl 05 
1520 . 02 13 26 05 N u Q07 ClO 05 
1520 . 03 13 26 05 N u W02 T 05 
1520 . 04 13 26 05 N u Q07 B04 05 
1521 . 01 13 27 01 N N WOl 26 05 
1522 . 01 13 27 02 N N 05 
1523 . 01 13 27 03 N N B21 Xl7 05 
1523 . 02 13 27 03 N N Gl2 C04 05 
1523 . 03 13 27 03 N N Ql7 Pl4 05 
1523 . 04 1 27 03 N N B82 X06 05 
1524 . 01 13 27 04 N N WOl Bl 05 
1524 . 02 1 27 04 N N Ql7 c 05 
1525 . 01 1 27 05 N N Q07 B05 05 
1525 . 02 13 27 05 N N B82 x 1 05 
1526 . 01 1 28 01 N W02 T 05 
1526.02 1 28 01 07 4 1 05 
1527 . 01 1 2 02 N 07 Cl 05 
1527 . 02 1 2 02 N c G 2 XO 05 
1528 . 01 28 0 N u W0 2 T 05 
1528 . 02 1 2 0 N u Al T 05 
1528 . 03 13 28 0 u B2 XO 05 
1528 . 04 1 2 0 u Al COl 05 
1529 . 01 1 2 05 u 07 C41 05 
152 . 02 13 05 N u Gl2 X02 05 
152 . 0 1 05 N u 23 co 05 
1529 . 04 1 05 u Al P04 05 
1529 . 05 13 05 u B22 T 05 
152 . 0 1 05 u Gl2 07 05 
152 . 07 13 05 u 05 
15 5 . 01 0 c 07 X31 0 
1544 . 01 04 u A30 80 04 
1544 . 02 04 u A28 BOS 04 
1544 . 0 04 u 07 BOS 04 
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LISTING OF ARTIFACT DATABA SE FOR MACKE Y S IT E 
CATALOG BURIAL CERAMI CS TOOL MAX 
NUMBER ROW ALLEY LEVE L FLAG FLAG MATER I AL TYPE LEV EL 
1544 . 04 13 33 04 N u W0 2 X21 0 4 
1544 . 05 13 33 04 N u G9 2 c 0 4 
1544.06 1 3 33 04 N u Nl 5 B 0 4 
1547.01 13 34 04 N u Ql 7 Cll 05 
1547.02 1 3 34 04 N u Gl 2 x 05 
1547 . 03 13 34 04 N u 2 4 Bl6 05 
1548 . 0 1 13 34 05 N u Q0 7 C5 1 05 
1548.02 13 3 4 05 N u G92 c 05 
1549.01 13 35 01 N c Q2 6 C5 1 0 5 
1549 . 02 13 35 01 N c Q26 Cl 7 05 
1549 . 03 13 35 01 N c Gl O Xl4 0 5 
1549 . 04 13 35 01 N c Q26 T 05 
1549 . 05 13 35 01 N c B82 X30 05 
1549 . 06 13 35 01 N c WOl c 05 
1549.07 13 35 01 N c Q2 3 Cl6 0 5 
1550 . 01 13 35 05 N u A30 C02 05 
1550 . 02 13 35 05 N u Q2 6 c 05 
1550.03 13 35 05 N u Gl2 cos 05 
1551 . 01 14 30 02 N N Q07 BOB 03 
1552 . 01 14 30 03 N N 07 C0 3 03 
1 552 . 0 2 14 30 03 N N A20 C23 03 
155 2 . 03 14 30 03 N N Q07 ClO 0 
1552. 0 4 14 3 0 03 N N Ql7 Xll 03 
15 53 . 01 14 31 02 N N Q07 Bll 02 
1 553 . 02 14 3 1 02 N N Q2 6 c 02 
1 554. 0 1 1 4 32 03 N N Hl8 AOl 03 
1 555 . 01 1 5 30 01 N N Q07 Pl6 03 
1 555 . 02 15 30 01 N N Q07 T 03 
1 55 5. 03 15 30 01 N N Ql7 Xll 03 
1 555 . 0 4 15 30 01 N N G03 C2 6 03 
1555 . 05 15 30 01 N N B22 C2 4 03 
1555 . 06 15 30 01 N N W02 Cll 03 
1555 . 07 15 30 01 N N 07 X26 03 
1556 . 01 15 30 02 23 C23 0 
1556.02 15 30 02 N 07 Pl7 0 
1556 . 0 15 30 02 N N 07 Cl 4 0 
1557 . 01 15 0 0 ll 18 A03 0 
1558 . 01 15 31 01 07 c 
1558 . 02 15 31 01 Gl2 c 
1558 . 03 15 31 01 c 2 c 
1856 . 01 11 36 04 u GO C2 05 
1856 . 02 11 36 04 u A28 c 05 
1856 . 0 11 36 0 u GlO C22 05 
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